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READERS' RESPONSE
DEAR EDITOR,
In the June 2015 edition of
your magazine, I read the editor’s
short article titled “Battle over
Vergara’s Embryos.“ As a prolifer myself I am grateful for
Reformed Perspective’s firm
view on publishing articles that
clearly explain why abortion is
wrong, and that the Lord calls
us as Christians to view life as
a gift from God. However, this
article, on in vitro fertilization
(IVF) and “snowflake adoption,”
is one I struggled with.
On the one hand the author
quotes information from
Randy Alcorn, stating that:
“Not all embryos survive
the freezing process. A 50%
survival rate is considered
reasonable.” The editor
continues, “the placing of
children in cold storage until
some future and often-indefinite date is to treat them as a
commodity rather than as image bearers of God.”
On the other hand Br. Dykstra goes on to assert that “we
as Christians and pro-lifers have a good reason to participate
in one type of IVF, namely snowflake or embryo adoption.”
He states “there are no guarantees, but the adoptive parents
give these embryonic children the opportunity to grow and
develop, being an ethical and wonderful way to rescue those
already conceived.”
According to the USCDC (United States Center for Disease
Control) the percentage of live births from frozen embryos
or ART (artificial reproductive technology) ranged between
32-35%. This translates into the killing of roughly 66% of the
embryos that we are trying to rescue. By participating in these
methods we gambling with the life at hand and may promote
the production of more embryos as a commodity. Br. Dykstra
also expresses that IVF is a “morally problematic” method of
fertility.
Are we then now at liberty to eradicate (or at least lessen)
the repercussions of IVF by using our bodies to provide these
embryos “the opportunity to grow and develop“? Psalm 139:
13-15 beautifully identifies and attributes this growth and
development to work of the LORD alone:
For you formed my inward parts;
you knitted me together in my mother's womb.
I praise you, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made.
Wonderful are your works;
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my soul knows it very well.
My frame was not hidden from you,
when I was being made in secret,
intricately woven in the depths of the earth.
Furthermore the Psalmist here is the offspring borne of his
mother’s womb, the seed in the line of Christ. Throughout the
Bible we see how God works in families and in the offspring of
His children. The Bible teaches us that children are a blessing
given to us, not a commodity to be taken and placed into
a womb of a foreign woman, who is then the rightful birth
mother under Canadian law. These methods are not in line
with biblical norms of offspring.
We can agree to see it as an injustice that these children
sit on a shelf and therefore we feel compelled that it is our
Christian duty to save them. Yet, let us humbly remember the
Lord is the Creator of all and He knows these children also.
Psalm 139:16 “Your eyes saw my unformed substance; in
your book were written, every one of them, the days that were
formed for me, when as yet there was none of them.”
I do not have all the answers when it comes to this subject,
but before it is promoted as wonderful and ethical, I suggest
that more discussion is needed.
Steve VanOene
Chilliwack, BC

EDITOR’S RESPONSE:
As Solomon said, one man sharpens another (Prov. 27:17),
so your thoughtful and thought-provoking letter is gratefully
received. Your great questions give us another opportunity to
discuss an issue that is so very important.
So should snowflake adoption – the adoption of embryonic
children abandoned by their parents – be promoted as
wonderful and ethical? You’ve raised three points for us to
consider as to why it might not be.
1.

“Roughly 66% of the embryos we are trying to rescue”
will die before birth.

If the very act of rescuing these children will kill two thirds
of them, is it moral to proceed? Yes, because there is no
better option: the alternative is for the children to be left in
their frozen state, where 100% of them will eventually die.
Imagine a leaky boat in icy seas, full of children, and slowly
sinking. The children were placed in the boat by their parents,
and all will die unless help comes. Rescue is possible, but the
process involves hauling a child overboard into the icy water,
and we know that during the long swim to land two thirds of
the rescued children will die.
If there were no other alternatives – if there was no safer
option to consider – would we proceed? Yes we would,
because saving some is better than none.
Should the rescuers feel guilt for any of the deaths that
occur? No, the responsibility would be entirely the parents’,
for putting their children in these hazardous circumstances in
the first place.
This figure, 66%, is an emotionally impacting one for
couples considering snowflake adoption. But it isn’t the basis
of any ethical objection. Trying to save children is still a noble
and praiseworthy ambition, even when the failure rate is
unavoidably high.
2.

The in vitro fertilization (IVF) industry produces “excess”
embryos that will never be implanted in their mothers
and will either be frozen or discarded. So are Christians
“at liberty to lessen the repercussions of IVF by using
our bodies to provide these embryos ‘the opportunity to
grow and develop’”?

As you note, “children are a blessing given to us.” They are
our God-given responsibility, to care for, and not to “re-gift.”
So when a child is made available for snowflake adoption it is
because the child’s biological parents are sinfully neglecting
their responsibilities.
But the child has no part in this sin; the children are victims.
And adoptive parents also have no part in this sin; they aren’t
taking a baby from the biological parents, but are instead
rescuing an abandoned child. The repercussions of IVF fall

primarily on helpless victims – the children – so if we can do
anything to lessen these repercussions it is right to do so. It is
the moral equivalent of adopting any abandoned child.
3.

Wouldn’t snowflake adoption make IVF seem less
morally problematic, and consequently “promote the
production of more embryos as a commodity”?

This is a very serious concern, because it is already
happening. A front-page article in Christian Courier earlier this
year (May 25, 2015) promoted embryo donation to its primarily
Reformed readership. Note the difference here: we are
promoting embryo adoption; they promoted embryo donation.
While the one can’t happen without the other, they aren’t
both praiseworthy. Adoption happens because a child is
in tragic circumstances, robbed either by accident, or by
sin, of its biological parents. Rescuing such a child is noble.
Deliberately ensuring a child will be in need of such a rescue
is not. So Christians shouldn’t be producing “excess” embryos.
But this is never discussed in the Christian Courier article.
IVF is portrayed as uncontroversial but for the problem of
what to do with the extra embryos, and this dilemma is
seen as solved by snowflake adoption. Articles like this will
undoubtedly encourage more Christian couples to make use
of IVF and produce more “excess” embryos.
That’s bad. And yet snowflake adoption is still good
because rescuing endangered children is good.
If the act of rescuing these children is being so twisted as to
justify creating and endangering more children then that’s a
problem, but one better addressed by talking than by opting
out. We need to talk because even Christians are confused
about IVF. Many pro-life Christians who know that life begins
at conception still think that it is okay to do to embryos what
we would never consider doing to our already born children.
To clear up this confusion we need to speak of these embryos
as children. We need to think of them as toddlers. Once we
do that, then how we should treat them will be very clear. If it
was five-year-olds we were talking about we would know:
a.
b.
c.
d.

We should not freeze them
We should not give them away
We should speak out against
freezing or “gifting” them
We should celebrate their rescue

We can promote snowflake adoption as wonderful and
ethical and life saving. But for the sake of embryonic lives
we also need to speak out against IVF as it is normally
done… because that is anything but.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Being salt
and light
Hiding and fitting in aren’t options
Two thousand years after Jesus
warned us against losing our savor or
hiding our light (Matthew 5:13-16) sociologists made an interesting discovery.
They found that when a distinct, separate group of people is surrounded by a
larger society – say, for example, immigrants newly arrived in Canada – their
different values and beliefs will cause
some conflict. To reduce this conflict
with the surrounding culture this small
group will react in one of two predictable ways. They will either compromise their beliefs and become like the
culture around them, or they will retreat
within their own camp. They can then
keep their beliefs and still avoid conflict,
since no one outside their camp will
know what they believe.
In other words, sociologists found
out small groups do tend to either lose
their “saltiness,” or hide their light “under a bowl.”

ISRAEL AND US
In Old Testament times the Israelites
consistently lost their saltiness. Though
they were a nation set apart they
wanted to be just like the nations all
around them and they wanted to worship those gods. The Lord would rescue
them, sending them a Gideon or Elijah,
6 / DECEMBER 2015

but once the prophet of the day was
dead it wasn’t long before the Israelites
were back at it, trying to fit in with the
nations around them.
These passages might have us thinking Israelites were among the dumbest
people who ever lived – they never
seemed to learn from their mistakes!
But then came the exile. That
changed things. The remnant that
returned from exile had lived for years
in a foreign land in the middle of a
mixing bowl of other cultures, and yet
they had held onto God through it all.
Their saltiness had been preserved.
But as Martin Luther explained, Satan
doesn’t care what side of the horse you
slide off of, he just wants you out of
the saddle. Yes, the Israelites may have
stayed loyal to the one true God, but
they did so by creating walls to keep
others out – more and more rules and
requirements were added on top of
the law of God. Instead of worshipping
other gods they became isolationists –
they became Pharisees!
To preserve their saltiness, they were
now hiding their light under a bowl.

SALT-FREE
While it took the Israelites hundreds
of years to switch from one sin to the

other, today Christians can bounce
from one to the next inside of a
generation. If a young man has grown
up in church that knows the Bible but is
insular and closed, he may go looking
for something more open. He looks
for a church that is less judgmental,
more tolerant, and more loving…and
if the minister’s sermons have more
anecdotes than scriptural insights, so
be it.
In Canada one of the biggest
Protestant denominations is the United
Church, despite the fact that leaders
have gone so far as to deny the Lord’s
resurrection. So why would any
Christian be attracted to this church?
Because their light is most certainly
not under a bushel – they’re out in
the community involved with issues
like poverty, gender concerns, and the
refugee crisis. Their light is plain to see,
even if their Christian distinctiveness,
their saltiness, is lost.

BLACKED OUT
But what use is a church that doesn’t
teach Christ is risen? The United
Church has been corrupted by the culture around it, and if we don’t want to
end up like them then our best course
of action is clear – we must retreat

from culture!
This is the natural overreaction and
the one that the older generation
might have to most watch for. Christian
schools, originally started to properly
prepare our youth to interact with
the world, can easily be turned into
Christian shelters whose new purpose
is to hide our kids from the world.
If someone was so inclined, they
could fill up all their time with church
activities leaving no time for friends and
neighbors outside our fellowship. A job
in a godly company can be a blessing,
but for the flee-from-culture-Christian
it can also be another way to avoid
interaction with non-Christians. Head
too far in this direction and we can be
left knowing the good news, but not
knowing anyone who needs to hear it –
our light will be hidden.

TOGETHER
Our tendency to fall one way or the
other is one reason God has placed us
in congregations – then salty souls and
bright lights can encourage and equip
one another. But for that to happen we
need to recognize how vital it is to be
both, and how wrong it is to contently
be just one or the other. When we
understand that, then the young man
who knows how very important it
is to reach out to our surrounding
community can, in humility, recognize
that while he is right about the need to
be a light, there is lots he doesn’t know
and could learn from studied, salty
congregation members. And then a
savory older man, who knows how very
important it is to stand up for creation
and infant baptism and our confessions,
can, in humility, recognize that there
are young men who could teach him
something about being a brighter light.

RP

RP

Jon Dykstra can be
reached at editor@
reformedperspective.ca.

This editorial is largely based on
Dick Keyes’ Chameleon Christianity
which I highly recommend.
Jon Dykstra can be reached at
editor@reformedperspective.ca.
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CHINA CHANGES ONE-CHILD
POLICY TO TWO CHILD POLICY
BY JON DYKSTRA

in late October major media
outlets like the New York
Times ran headlines declaring: "China ends One-Child
Policy Allowing Families Two Children."
But this headline, and the others like
it, were more than a little misleading.
China isn't ending their family planning
policy; they are merely bumping it up
from one child to two. The government
will continue to dictate to families how
many children they are allowed, and
it will continue to punish those who
violate their new limit with fines and, if
history is any indication, also with forced
abortions. As one critic put it, "They still
believe as long as they are in power they
can do anything."

I

News
worth
noting

SOURCE: Didi Kirsten Tatlow's "Chines Lawyer Casts Skeptical Eye on Family-Planning Changes" posted to NYTimes.
com on Oct. 30.

YEAR-LONG MARINE STUDY DISCOVERS THE OBVIOUS
BY JON DYKSTRA

•

he US Marine Corps spent
most of this year studying
whether integrating women
into combat units would
impact their effectiveness. The executive
summary began with a quote from the
last previous study to tackle this topic,
done in 1992:

commodate the personal desires or
interests of an individual, or group of
individuals, is more than bad military
judgment. It is morally wrong.

T

A military unit at maximum combat
effectiveness is a military unit least likely
to suffer casualties. Winning in war
is often only a matter of inches, and
unnecessary distraction or any dilution
of the combat effectiveness puts the
mission and lives in jeopardy. Risking
the lives of a military unit in combat
to provide career opportunities or ac8 / DECEMBER 2015

The latest study discovered that while
differences are sometimes “only a matter
of inches,” there are many differences
between all-male combat units and
gender-integrated combat units.
•

•

All-male squads, teams and crews
demonstrated higher performance
levels on 93 of the 134 tasks evaluated, while gender-integrated squads,
teams and crews were better in just 2.
All-male units had better weapons
accuracy, and were faster at

evacuating casualties.
Women were twice as likely to get
injured.

The results were as unsurprising to
Christians as they were unwanted by the
Obama administration. We know that
God created men and women differently, and that those differences don’t
impact our worth. So it isn’t painful for us
to acknowledge that men make better
frontline grunts than women. That isn’t an
attack on women; it is only an acknowledgement of reality.
But when the facts don’t fit their preferred view, the world will choose the delusion – secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus
was dismissive of the study’s findings, and
plans are in place to move forward with
gender-integrated units.
In related news, Army Secretary
McHugh has speculated that if the US is
going to pursue "true and pure equality"
then women may have to join men in
regsitering for the draft.
SOURCE: Thomas Gibbons-Neff’s “Navy secretary threw us
‘under the bus,’ say Marines in gender-integrated infantry
unit” posted to www.WashingtonPost.com on Sept. 14; “Marine Corps gender integration research executive summary”
posted to Scribd.com on Sept. 10

DUTCH GROUP CALLS FOR
"KILL PILL"
BY NATASHA BRUINSMA

he Dutch euthanasia lobby
(NVVE) wants “kill pills” to be
available to people over 70
so they can kill themselves.
The Netherlands has yet to legalize
euthanasia but the government
protects doctors who administer it
– some 14,000 Dutch citizens were

T

euthanized last year.
The “kill pill” is what it sounds like: a
drug that takes a life. The NVVE thinks
that this is a good idea because they
don’t want people to be in pain before
they die. But there are other solutions
to pain, like pain medication and good
palliative care.
The Bible tells us in 1 Corinthians
15:26 that death is “the last enemy.”
The problem with the NVVE’s proposal
is that they are treating death as a
friend rather than an enemy. Christians
don’t have to fear death but we know it
is not a friend to be embraced, and we
know that human life – even our own
– is not ours to take.
SOURCE: Alex Schadenberg’s “Netherlands euthanasia lobby
pushes kill pill” posted to Alexschadenberg.blogspot.ca on Nov. 13;
“Voluntary euthanasia society renews call for end-of-life pill” posted
to DutchNews.nl on Nov. 13, 2015

Before the New Horizons flyby,
most scientists thought Pluto would
prove to be too small to maintain
the internal heat needed to power
geological processes such as glacier
flows and volcanism…

PLUTO SURPRISES, SEEMS YOUNG
BY NATHAN POPPE

W

eird,” “crazy,” and “baffling”
were among some of the
responses astronomers
gave to new discoveries
about Pluto. Earlier this year NASA’s
New Horizons spaceship flew by Pluto
uncovering new information about this
dwarf planet. They found smaller craters
than expected and what might be two
large “ice volcanoes” near its South Pole.
As Space.com contributor Nola Taylor
Redd explained:

PLAYBOY TO DROP FULL NUDITY
BY JON DYKSTRA

layboy has announced that
starting in March it will no
longer feature fully nude
pictures. The reason for the
change? Playboy has discovered that
they can’t sell what others are handing
out for free: there is simply too much
of this material available for free on the
Internet. As the New York Times put it:

P

To find active processes on a small
dwarf planet millions of years old
and billions of miles from the Sun is
surprising – secular scientists thought
Pluto would have cooled by now. But
it is less surprising to find still active
processes if, as creationists believe,
Pluto is only thousands of years old.
For more on Pluto, see Margaret
Helder's article on page 28.
SOURCE: Picture by NASA/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory/Southwest Research Institute on July 14, 2015; Nola Taylor
Redd’s “Ice Volcanoes may erupt on Pluto” posted to Space.com on Nov.
9, 2015; Garret Haley’s “‘The Heavens Declare’: Discovery of ‘Baffling”
features on Pluto’s surface defies evolutionary models” posted to
ChristianNews.net

For a generation of American men,
reading Playboy was…an illicit thrill
consumed by flashlight. Now every
teenage boy has an Internet-connected
phone instead.
Playboy's retreat isn't the good news it
at first seems – parents need to take this
as a warning about just how available
porn is for our children.
SOURCE: Ravi Somaiya’s “Nudes are old news at Playboy” posted to
NYTimes.com on Oct. 12, 2015

WHY SHOULD
HILARY CLINTON BE PRESIDENT?
BY JON DYKSTRA

n early December Hilary
Clinton’s campaign released
an ad that said one reason
Americans should vote for
her is “because 44 boys is too many.” The
44 “boys” mentioned are the country’s
44 presidents (or actually 43, because
the 22nd and 24th president were both
Grover Cleveland), all of who have been
male. The ad showed little girls reading
the letters, written in crayon, that they
had sent to Clinton. Another nugget of
wisdom from their correspondence?
“Girls rule, and boys drool.”
Instead of striking a blow for equality,
these kids want to take us back to the
sexist days when a person was evaluated
on the basis of their gender. Of course,
this is an age-appropriate mistake for
juveniles, but what’s worrisome is that the
Clinton campaign thinks that adults will
find this “44 is too many” line compelling.
They think the public can be convinced
to vote for Hilary simply because she’s a
woman.
And they might be on to something:
Canada’s Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
was applauded when he implemented
a gender-based quota system for his
cabinet, picking exactly as many women
as men. When asked why he did it,
he said only: “Because it’s 2015.” This
comment was left unchallenged by the
mainstream media. We can only wonder
about what Trudeau might have said if
a reporter had pressed him further: “Sir,
how is noting the year a justification for
such sexist behavior? Isn’t it about time
we picked people based on their ability
and not on the basis of their gender?”

I

SOURCES: Del F. Cowie’s “Bach makes fetuses sing in the womb”; Oct.
8, 2015; m.music.cbc.ca; Study details and results: http://ult.sagepub.
com/content/23/4/216
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SHOULD PRO-LIFERS TONE
DOWN OUR "RHETORIC"?
BY JON DYKSTRA

n the wake of a November
27 shooting spree at a US
abortion clinic that left three
dead, Christianity Today
published an article that argued some of
the blame for the shooting lies with prolifers who use “inflammatory rhetoric.”
Author Karen Swallow Prior cited
Proverbs to make her case that “calling
abortion what it is will bring good [but]
doing so without the temperance of love
will bring harm.”

I

“The words of the reckless pierce like
swords, but the tongue of the wise
brings healing” (Prov. 12:18).
So what sort of "reckless" words does she
think pro-lifers are using? She cited three
instances, one in which abortionist Kermit
Gosnell was called an “abortion ghoul”
and another where abortion escorts (who
help women into the clinic) were called
“deathscorts” and “bloodworkers.” Her
third example?
Calling legal abortion “murder” when
it isn’t (it is, to our shame, lawful) is to
say what isn’t true, at least in a civil (not
church) context.

But is it shocking or inappropriate to
call Kermit Gosnell a “ghoul”? No. He
is infamous even among abortionists
because, in addition to killing the unborn,
he has killed at least three children after
they were born. Of course, it wouldn’t be
productive to shout, “Abortion ghoul!”
or, “You’re nothing but a deathscort!” to
clinic workers. Why? Because it would be
perceived as nothing more than an insult.
It also doesn’t speak – not directly – to
the humanity of the unborn, which is the
real issue here.
But what of the word “murder”? Should
pro-lifers avoid using that word too?
No, if we avoid it, we’re avoiding a clear
presentation of the fact that abortion is

murder. That’s the central truth we need
to convey. Of course, that doesn’t mean
we need to scream it at the top of our
lungs at any woman approaching the
clinic. But what if we were to say, “Please
don’t murder your child! We’ll help!
Come to us for help!”?
Those aren’t the words of the reckless.
That isn’t inflammatory rhetoric. That is
the truth that needs to be heard. Wanting
to be winsome should never lead us
to obscure the truth. And Christians
must not, as Prior has done, confuse
presenting a horrible truth with using
“inflammatory rhetoric.”
SOURCE: Karen Swallow Prior’s “Loving our pro-choice neighbors in word
and deed” posted to www.ChristianityToday.com on Dec. 1, 2015

FEMALE POLICE OFFICERS DON'T HAVE TO TAKE "DISCRIMINATORY" FITNESS TEST
BY VALARIE BOERINGA

civil suit. The test includes two running
tests and requires officers – both men
and women – to do 52 push-ups in 2
minutes and 45 sit-ups in 2 minutes. The
female officers thought the test unfair
because they believe they can still do the
job. Police Chief Pete Carey wasn’t happy
with the court’s decision and will appeal.
He stated:

I

n Colorado Springs, Colorado,
12 female police officers are
back on patrol despite failing
their fitness test, because they won their
10 / DECEMBER 2015

I continue to believe that mandatory
physical fitness testing is the right
thing to do for our community and our
officers, and is a fair and appropriate

minimum qualification to expect of
those selected to protect and defend.
The test isn’t biased specifically against
women, but rather against slower and
weaker officers. But because men are
on average stronger than women, fewer
women will pass. God created men
and women differently and that’s not
something to complain about – that’s
simply a difference to acknowledge and
accept.
SOURCE: “Springs Officers will no longer take fitness tests after
discrimination lawsuit” posted to Denver.CBSlocal.com Nov. 10, 2015.
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CAN ONE CULTURE
BE BETTER THAN
ANOTHER?
Yes, in so far as one culture can be more Christian than another
by Jonathon Van Maren

C

an one culture be better than
another? We used to think so. We
used to understand that Western
values — those that are rooted in the
Judeo-Christian tradition — were values
worth promoting, and values that could
adequately replace other cultural values.

THE WEST WAS BEST

But the West’s values aren’t what they
once were. Today what we are best known
for now is the promotion of “values” like
gay marriage and abortion. No longer
are we famous for our freedom and
democracy, but rather Internet porn,
pop music, and Hollywood films. One
can scarcely blame people for assuming
that the West is populated by sex-crazy
hedonists, since our pop culture icons
usually are precisely that.
When we contrast these values with
those of other cultures there wouldn’t
seem a better or worse – it seems more a
matter of different – and we find cultural
barbarism practiced on both sides.
Some cultures circumcise little girls;
some abort them by the millions. Some
drape their women in body bags; others
produce entertainment celebrating the
pornographic destruction of the feminine.
Some deny women their inherent rights;
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others consider the destruction of life in
the womb to be one of them.
So the West’s values, as they are, can
hardly be said to be superior. And yet even
now there is a shadow of what once was.
And even that shadow shows that one sort
of culture – Christian culture – is superior.
A controversial thing to say, sure, but
the Christian religion is one that makes
universalist claims and has a universalist
message.

SOME DIFFERENCES REMAIN

Consider this recent example from a
report by CNN reporters Jake Tapper and
Kim Berryman:
Sergeant 1st Class Charles Martland,
the Green Beret being separated
involuntarily from the U.S. Army
for kicking and body slamming
an Afghan police commander he
describes as a "brutal child rapist,"
began telling his side of the story
Monday. Martland is under a gag
order imposed by the Pentagon,
but at the request of Rep. Duncan
Hunter, R-Calif, he wrote a statement
detailing his actions on Sept. 6, 2011,
which was obtained by CNN…
"Our ALP (Afghan Local Police)

were committing atrocities and we
were quickly losing the support of
the local populace," Martland writes
in his statement. "The severity of the
rapes and the lack of action by the
Afghan Government caused many of
the locals to view our ALP as worse
than the Taliban."
Quinn and Martland were told by
a young Afghan boy and his mother,
through an Afghan interpreter, that
the boy had been tied to a post at
the home of Afghan Local Police
commander Abdul Rahman and
raped repeatedly for up to two weeks.
When his mother tried to stop
the attacks, they told the soldiers,
Rahman's brother beat her. Quinn
says he verified the story with other
ALP commanders from neighboring
villages…
"While I understand that a military
lawyer can say that I was legally
wrong, we felt a moral obligation to
act," Martland writes.
In short? Sergeant Martland was kicked
out of the Army for interfering with
something that was considered to be none
of his business, even though what was
happening was brutal child rape.

THE CHRISTIAN CONTRAST

Now contrast that with a different
example. Sati is a now-obsolete practice
of an Indian widow immolating herself
on the funeral pyre of her husband, but it
was once widely practiced. In fact, when
the British colonial forces first arrived
in India, they ignored these practices,
considering it outside their mandate to
limit the cultural practices of others, no
matter how repulsive.
However, Christian influences inside
Great Britain soon effected a change in
policy, and the British began to view
civilizing as synonymous with colonizing.
British officer Charles Napier is famous
for his response to a number of Hindu
priests who complained about the British
prohibition against widow burning. As
related by his brother William, Napier
responded:
Be it so. This burning of widows is your
custom; prepare the funeral pile. But
my nation has also a custom. When
men burn women alive we hang them,
and confiscate all their property. My
Sati wasn’t initially
banned by the
British. In this
1815 editorial
cartoon the artist
is accusing the
first Governor
of India, Lord
Warren Hastings,
of taking bribes
to allow Sati to
continue. William
Wilberforce,
famous for his
battle to outlaw
slavery, was one
of the British
politicians who
pushed for a
sati ban, which
eventually came in
1829.

carpenters shall therefore erect gibbets
on which to hang all concerned when
the widow is consumed. Let us all act
according to national customs.
Regardless of your views of colonialism
et al, I think it’s important to recognize
the words of a man who is confident
defending his national customs, and
confident in their moral rightness. Today’s
West doesn’t recognize objective morality,
and doesn’t recognize any concepts of
right and wrong. And thus, the “values”
we end up promoting both politically and
culturally end up being a relativism that is
understandably repulsive to many.
We used to know how to combat
cultural practices and values that we
recognized as repulsive: put forward and
promote an objectively better set of values,
those rooted in the Christian tradition.
Now, we have no adequate response.
As I wrote after the shootings in the
Charlie Hebdo offices in Paris, we are too
often presented with a false choice: the
barbarism of some cultures versus the
lazy, blasphemous nihilism of our own.

CONCLUSION

Christians in the West need to be
intellectually honest, even when it
hurts. We need to reject both in favor
of a third way, one that is mocked and
ridiculed by cultural elites as it has been
for 2,000 years. It is, after all, the only
way that has survived both decadence
and barbarism many, many times
before. Christians passed laws against
infanticide, banned gladiatorial combat,
destroyed the Trans-Atlantic Slave
Trade, and led the movement against
segregation. We need to share what it
is like to have a culture better than any
other – culture that is Christian.
Christianity has been declared dead
by the elites time and time again. Each
time, this demise has been greatly
exaggerated. This time will be no
different.

ENDNOTE

“Green Beret discharged for beating
alleged child rapist speaks out” posted
to CNN.com last updated on September
28
1
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FORMING
ADAM
by Christine Farenhorst
illustrations by Keturah Wilkinson

For Geoffrey Thomas, my tall friend in
Wales, who related an anecdote
and gave me the idea.
In the craft of sewing, things are often
joined together with stitches. There are a
great many different types of stitches - the
ladder stitch, the running stitch, the blanket stitch, and the feather stitch, to name
but a few. The straight stitch is the most
common stitch used in sewing. Thread is
pushed through two pieces of fabric and
pulled until the end knot catches and the
cloth comes together. Straight stitches are
used to form unbroken lines.
Even so in the craft of predestination:
the great Creator of the universe breathes
threads of events through lives so that
creatures will be drawn tightly to Him, so
that they will be conformed to His image
in an intricate, but straight pattern. God’s
children are indeed fearfully and wonderfully made.
*******
There was no more butter to be had
anywhere. Vegetables had become a
forgotten commodity. And who could
remember the color of cheese? Meat
coupons, coupons which had been
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rationed out to everyone in the small
villages of western Holland, were not
worth the paper they were written on, and
the bread allotted to the skeletal townsfolk
still walking about was a mere 1,400
grams a week. The grim winter of 1944
had set in and its cold was colder because
bodies were so much thinner. Roads were
closed. Railroads were not functioning.
Nothing moved. There was no food, no
fuel, and many families were beginning
to burn their furniture and their books in
order to keep warm.
Luit Adriaan had stopped shaving, had
for the most part stopped talking, and
had acquired a lifeless hue in his eyes. His
older sister, Ellen, regarded his stubbly,
half-bearded face with a certain degree of
anger.
“You have given up,” she said, even as
she bent over a pan of water mixed with
four grated tulip bulbs, stirring both
angrily and persistently as though her very
life depended on it.
She had handled and peeled those
bulbs as if they were precious cargo; had
cut them into halves; and had carefully
removed the little yellow core at the center
that everyone knew was poisonous. And
perhaps her life did depend on this work
because the tulip bulb mixture cooking

there in the pan of water, together with
a single browned onion and a little salt,
would be the main and only course of
supper that evening.
Besides having given up on shaving and
talking, Luit Adriaan had also stopped
trudging about on the roads, and had
given up on knocking at farm doors asking for handouts. People often shut their
door, even locked it, when they saw him
coming. Even more difficult to take than
this refusal was the fact that very few
people smiled at him. He knew why. It was
not because there was absolutely nothing left on farm pantry shelves, but it was
because during the early months of this
year Lux, his brother, had been exposed
as collaborating with the Nazis. Caught
and shot by the underground as a traitor,
the name Adriaan was steeped in shame.
There was more than one person in the
village who attributed the death of a dear
one to Lux. Luit sighed deeply leaning his
face on top of his hands. There was something in the dull expression of his eyes that
both angered and grieved his sister.
“You must not give up,” she repeated,
although switching her words to a command.
Behind her the kitchen door opened
and Nelleke, her sister-in-law, walked in.

Nelleke’s belly, which should have been as
round as a melon at harvest time, barely
dented her apron and made the dark blue
maternity dress underneath that apron
seem several sizes too large, ill-fitting and
clownish.
“There is some tea,” Ellen Adriaan
breathed the words softly, even as she
moved away from the stove and pulled out
a chair from behind the table for Nelleke.
Actually it was not tea but a concoction of sugar beet juice. She poured the
purplish liquid into a teacup and placed it
in front of the girl. “Drink,” she ordered,
“You must drink a lot.”
Nelleke obediently lifted the cup to her
mouth and slowly sipped. The hot liquid
stained her lips. Then she put the cup back
onto the saucer. “Luit,” she said to her husband, “Luit, we haven’t talked about it but
what shall we call the baby if it is a boy?”
Luit somberly regarded his wife from
his place across the table. His eyes softened for a moment. “Norbert if it is a boy.
Norbert for father. Father,” he added softly,
taking his eyes off his wife and addressing
his sister for a small moment, “was a good
man.”
Feeling that the sentence was an accusation of sorts, Ellen turned her back
on him.
“And if it’s a girl?” Nelleke asked.
“Nora.”
Nelleke lifted the teacup back to her lips
and took another sip. The kitchen door
opened again and Adam walked in. Adam
was nine years old and wavy brown hair,
very like that of his Oom Adriaan, fell
over his forehead. But unlike his uncle, his
eyes were alive. On thin but purposeful
legs, the child proudly walked over to his
Tante Ellen, pulling three dilapidated carrots out of his pocket.
“Meneer Ganzeveer gave them to me
for you.” His voice was eager, rather as if
he expected a pat on the head, an approval
of sorts. But she had no comments and
did nothing to show the boy that she was
pleased with his acquisition.
“I think he rather likes you, Ellen.” Luit
gave his opinion in a half-joking, halfserious manner, adding, “But I think you
should be forewarned that he might be a
dangerous man. He reminds me of Lux.”
Ellen treated his comment as a joke and

grimaced, for she secretly admired Mikkel
Ganzeveer even though he was suspected
of dabbling in the black market. “Sit down,
Adam,” she said, taking the carrots from
her nephew’s hands, depositing them on
the counter as she spoke, “and you can
have some tea too.”
Adam pulled out a chair next to his
Tante Nelleke, who laid her hand on his
shoulder and smiled at him when he slid
into place. He smiled back at her.
“Soon your baby will be born,” he said
in a whisper and rather shyly.
“It will be your baby too, Adam,” she
answered, “and I’m sure it will love you.”
“You will have a small cousin,” Luit
added, “and that means you will have a
great deal of responsibility.”
“Responsibility?” Adam questioned.
“Yes,” his uncle said, “because if Tante
Nelleke or myself are not there, it will be
up to you to take care of the baby.”
“Not here? Up to me?”
“Yes,” his uncle answered, his eyes looking straight into Adam’s eyes, “up to you.”
After a few seconds, he added persistently, “Do you promise that you will look
after this baby if you have to, Adam?”
His sister made a derisive sound with
her tongue. She liked not this talk. It was
defeatist and it also, she innately realized,
put her down.
“I promise,” Adam said, unable to look
away from his uncle’s gaze.
*******
That night Nora was born. She weighed
very little, and only mewled a pitiful
birthing cry. And God pulled the stitch of
that cry straight through that night so that
even when it appeared to be a given that
the child would not see the light of day, it
turned out quite differently. Tucked away
between wool blankets, eyes wide open
in a paper-thin, blue-veined face, Nora
stared up at her Tante Ellen.
However, It was so cold in the bedroom
that the water in the washbasin had frozen
solid and Ellen Adriaan, although she
applied all her midwifery skills, could not
keep Nelleke from dying.
Luit, hunched over on a chair by his
wife’s bedside, wept soundlessly, tears rolling down his cheeks. His hand would not

release that of his wife, and his sister had
to gently pull it out of the dead woman’s
clasp. And then Luit died, his head resting on the bed next to his wife’s hand. It
seemed almost as if he had waited on the
birth before stopping to breathe.
*******
Adam was shaken awake by Tante Ellen as he burrowed deep underneath his
blankets. He was dreaming of red apples
and yellow pudding and had no wish to be
roused. But Tante Ellen’s voice intruded,
pushing away the food.
“Adam,” she whispered urgently, “Adam,
you must dress quickly and ...”
He was half-asleep and did not comprehend the fact that Tante Ellen’s words were
hoarse and that the voice which called
him from the pleasures of longed-for food
was weeping. But then he was awake as
suddenly as if someone had turned on a
light switch.
“Why?” he questioned, rubbing his eyes.
There was another sound besides the
sound of her voice - a sound that he did
not recognize. Through sleep-blurred
eyes he could make out Tante Ellen’s form
dimly in the semi-darkness of the room.
She had set a candle on the dresser next
to his bed and was holding something in
her arms. That something was making the
unfamiliar noise.
“This is Nora,” Tante Ellen iterated,
repeating in a strange, thin voice, “This is
Nora.”
He sat up, the blanket falling off him,
and stared. The chill air brought out goose
bumps on his arms. “Nora?”
“Tante Nelleke’s baby was born a little
while ago,” his mother went on, “and we
must find someone who will feed her or
she will...”
She stopped and the little bundle moved
- moved tiny arms convulsively as if they
were striking out at the world.
“Can’t Tante Nelleke...” Adam stuttered
and then his thoughts halted. He instinctively felt that something was very wrong,
that Tante Ellen would not be here with
the baby unless, unless... “What about
Oom Luit?” he whispered.
Tante Ellen stared at him for a long
moment and then shook her head – shook
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it slowly before she spoke again. “You
must dress, Adam, and dress quickly and
warmly. I know that Coen Jansen’s wife
had a child a few days ago. Her child died.
Perhaps she will still have some milk...?”
Ellen Adriaan suddenly sat down on
the edge of the bed. There was something
dreadful in her eyes which frightened
Adam. He pushed back the covers all the
way and swung his feet over the edge of
the bed. The cold of the tiled floor woke
him thoroughly. He was dressed in a minimum of time and then, as if possessed
by some inner knowledge, bent over and
took the child from his Tante’s arms.
“It’s all right. I will take the baby to the
Jansen farm.”
He left his Tante sitting on the bed and
walked down the hallway cradling Nora
with one hand and carrying a flashlight
with the other. She stared up at him, eyes
dark and large in the tiny face. He made
it to the kitchen and laid the child on the
table while he put on his coat and boots.

He then took his uncle’s greatcoat off the
rack and carefully wrapped the baby in
it. Next he loosely tied a scarf around her
tiny face. Picking up both the child and
the flashlight, he softly opened the outside
door, stepping into the night. There was
a curfew, but he could detect no movement, no people anywhere. Sheltering
Nora’s body against his chest and shining the flashlight onto the road ahead of
him, he bent his head and began the trek
towards the Jansen farm. He reckoned that
it would take him a good three quarters of
an hour.
“Please Lord,” he prayed as he walked
along the snow encrusted ground, “help
me find the way. Help me and Nora.”
He was not a praying child. All the
Adriaans were just barely nominal Christians. Lux, Adam’s father, had taught his
son very little with regard to faith or hope.
He had rarely, if ever, taken him to church.
But the words invoking God fell from
Adam’s lips as if someone had breathed

A gander honked somewhere in the barn
when Adam finally reached the front yard
of the Jansen farm.
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them into his throat and had pushed them
out, and the boy did not know where they
had come from.
*******
A gander honked somewhere in the
barn when Adam finally reached the front
yard of the Jansen farm. He was cold to
the marrow and fearful that the baby
might have died. Her face, even underneath the woolen scarf, had acquired a
bluish hue and the dark eyes had closed.
The transparent lids had an unearthly
quality but they opened at the sound of
the consistent honking. Her eyes peeped
up at Adam and as she peeped up, she let
out a tiny wail of distress.
He whispered down to her, overcome
with a powerful emotion that had been
growing in him as they walked along the
road, “Shh, little one, shh! We’re here.
Don’t cry!”
She stopped whimpering at the sound
of his voice, crinkling her face before sighing deeply. He smiled though the action
hurt him. The cold had so cruelly bitten
into his cheeks, forehead and lips, that he
felt any more movement might shatter his
face.
“Who’s out there?”
Adam was standing by the side door.
He had been here before, asking for milk
for Tante Nelleke. Vrouw Jansen was one
farmer’s wife who had always been kind.
Perhaps she would be kind now, even
though the hour was late and his request
passing strange.
“It’s Adam,” he answered in a low voice,
“Adam Adriaan.”
“What do you want at this hour, boy?”
The voice was not unfriendly.
“I need some help.”
There was a stumbling sort of noise
and a moment later the door opened and
Coen Jansen’s face studied him in the
dark. “What do you need help with?”
Adam did not have to answer. Nora
mewled, kicking within the greatcoat.
Coen Jansen stared as he stood in the
doorway in his longjohns. Then he bent
over and peered down into the confines of
the coat. “You have a baby in there?”
“Yes.”
“Your Tante Nelleke’s baby?”

“Yes.”
“Is she...?”
“Yes.”
“Come in, boy.” Coen Jansen led Adam
into the warm kitchen, opened the stove,
threw a piece of wood onto the smoldering fire of its pot-belly, and stirred with a
poker. “Sit down,” he commanded before
walking out into the hall, and Adam
sank into a chair, holding Nora close and
feeling exhausted. She was now making
sounds, insistent sounds, and he drew
back the scarf, regarding her intently.
“You have to make a good impression,”
he whispered, “so smile if you can.”
Farmer Jansen strode back into the
kitchen. “My wife will be here in a moment,” he remarked rather gruffly, “she
wants to see the baby. What is it’s name? Is
it a boy or a girl?”
“A girl,” Adam answered, “and her name
is Nora.”
Coen Jansen sat down opposite Adam.
His eyes were kind. “Here,” he said suddenly, “give me the child. You are frozen
through. Stand next to the stove, lad.
Warm yourself.”
Adam stood up, handed him the
baby and positioned himself next to the
stove. From there he watched the farmer
gingerly unwrap Nora from the heavy
greatcoat that had been Oom Luit’s. “She
is a tiny thing,” was all the farmer said just
as his wife walked in.
Hanneke Jansen was clad in a blue,
cotton nightgown, and seemed rather
frail with hair falling down her shoulders
in two long, brown braids. Thirty-something, she looked younger, much younger.
Her husband regarded her with a halfsmile from his position in the chair, then
shifted his gaze down to Nora.
“Here is your salvation, little one. Here
is one who is able to feed you.”
Step by step Hanneke Jansen inched
towards her husband. Adam watched
intently, momentarily forgetting that he
was cold, hungry and tired.
“Her breasts are bursting with milk,”
Coen Jansen went on, still speaking to
Nora but now eyeing his wife, “and the
Lord has this day provided food for your
little lips, food that will leave you satisfied.”
A sob escaped from Hanneke Jansen’s

heart. “Do you think so, Coen?” she
asked.
“Yes,” he said, and handed her the small
bundle that was Nora as he spoke.
She took the baby from his arms and
stood quietly, holding Nora without moving. From his place by the stove Adam
could see that Nora’s eyes were solemnly
fixed on Vrouw Jansen.
“I will feed her,” the woman finally said
to no one in particular, “if she will take
my milk.”
“Ah,” answered her husband, “and is this
milk yours?”
She did not answer but turned and left
the kitchen, dandling Nora in her arms as
she walked out.
“Would you like some bread,
Adam?” farmer Jansen asked.
Startled Adam nodded. “Thank you.”
Coen Jansen got up, speaking as he
rose. “You must not mind that my wife
did not speak to you. She is still weak
from losing our child three days ago. We
lost two before that... Yet... if she’d had
proper care,... but no one was here at the
time but myself... and so...”
He left sentences dangling. Whether
he spoke to the boy or to himself was not
obvious. Adam nodded sagely, but farmer
Jansen was not looking at him but busy
opening a breadbox as he was speaking
and taking out a loaf of bread. The boy
left off nodding and stared. He’d not seen
a loaf of bread for as long as he could
remember. When Coen Jansen placed a
plate with two thick slices in front of him,
his hands trembled with eagerness to
bring the food to his mouth. The first bite
was pure joy and he chewed slowly and
carefully for he wanted the moment to last
and last. There was nothing at all in the
whole world, he knew with great certainly,
that he desired more than this particular mouthful of bread. Farmer Jansen
watched him.
“You haven’t eaten for a while, have
you?”
Adam, did not answer until he had
swallowed that first bite. “No,” he shook
his head as he answered, simultaneously
letting his hands tear off another small
piece. The knowledge that he could chew
and swallow all of the bread on the plate
in front of him was exquisite.

“How would you like to work for me for
a while, Adam?”
Adam’s hand, which was lifted halfway
to his mouth, stopped short. “Work for
you?”
“Yes. Work. Work such as clean out the
stalls, sweep, and what have you.”
“And Nora?”
“Well, she is too small to be working,”
Coen Jansen joked, “but I’m fairly certain
that my wife is going to want to keep her
for a while.”
And the thread of fabric weaving both
Adam’s and Nora’s life, pulled tighter now,
pulled tighter into what was the beginning
of a straight line.
Ellen Adriaan had no objections
whatsoever to her nephew staying and
working at the farm, especially when he
occasionally brought home some food. As
for Nora remaining with Hanneke Jansen,
she shrugged indifferently.
“I cannot feed her,” she said, “and with
Luit and Nelleke gone, she is better off
somewhere else.”
Each time he came home Adam dutifully reported on the progress Nora was
making. But Tante Ellen never appeared
to be listening and neither did she ask
questions. Nor did she put forth any effort
to see her niece, somehow irrationally
blaming the little girl for the deaths of
her brother and sister-in-law. Eventually
Adam stopped talking about Nora when
he came home. But it was really not a
home for him any longer because Mikkel
Ganzeveer had moved in and married
Tante Ellen as soon as was decently possible after the double funeral.
*******
Then the war was almost over. In the
spring of 1945, April 29, to be exact, RAF
aircraft took off from England to take part
in the first of several missions to drop
food on the starving people of Holland.
This operation, which was referred to
as “Operation Manna” was explained to
Adam by Coen Jansen as they cleaned out
the barn together.
“Do you know which Bible story speaks
about bread called manna dropping down
from heaven for God’s people?” he asked
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the boy.
Adam shook his head. He was not too
familiar with any Bible stories, although
he was becoming more acquainted with
some of them as Coen and Hanneke
Jansen faithfully read the Bible out loud
after each meal. Adam liked listening
and thought a great deal about what he
heard. Had the manna been wrapped in
paper and put in packages - packages like
the planes dropped? He knew that the
Allied planes flew at very low levels for
the food drop-offs because the amount
of silk required to make parachutes for
the parcels was not available. The planes
simply opened their bomb doors and
free-dropped the food over designated
areas. Thousands of people saw the food
parcels drop. They were supposed to
watch from the safety of their homes,
from behind their windows. This they had
been instructed to do by the authorities.
But tremendously excited at the prospect of food and regardless of the orders,
many people ran outdoors to see the food
dropped firsthand and they cheered for
the airplanes from their places in the
streets and in the fields. Adam thought
about the Dutch people’s disobedience
to the authorities and he superimposed
it on the story of the Israelites and their
journey through the desert. Coen Jansen
had recounted the story to him several
times now and he believed everything
Coen told him for he had begun to love
the man who continued to be most kind
to himself and to Nora. Adam wondered
if the Israelites had scanned the heavens
for food and speculated whether or not
they had been overcome with excitement
as multiple packages descended on them
- packages containing bread and meat.
Coen had actually not mentioned whether
the Israelites had been allowed to watch
and to cheer. Or whether they had only
been allowed to peek out from behind
tent flaps.
Adam went on to consider whether or
not God had also been personally responsible for the food parcels that had landed
in the cities of Leiden, The Hague, Rotterdam and Gouda. Surely if God had sent
manna to hungry people in the desert,
He could also have sent food to people
in Holland. After eating the gifted food,
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the Israelite people had not been very
grateful, if Adam understood the matter
correctly, and things had not ended well
for all of them. Should he therefore thank
God for these packages dropped by the air
force? - packages of dried eggs and milk,
beans, meat and chocolate? Just in case?
He distinctly remembered his heartfelt
prayer to God on the night he had taken
Nora over to the Jansen’s. God had heard
that prayer. Or would he have gotten
to the farm safely anyway without the
prayer? Life was full of questions. Overriding all of them, however, was the fact
that he was happy at the Jansen farm; that
he was thankful that his little cousin Nora
was thriving; and that he did not miss
Tante Ellen in the least.
After the war, neither Adam nor Nora
moved back to live with Ellen Adriaan,
who was now Ellen Ganzeveer. Mikkel
Ganzeveer had carefully pointed out to his
new bride that the advantages the children
would receive by staying on at the farm
overrode the disadvantages that would
arise should they come back. He smoothly
asserted that the Jansens appeared to be
happy with Adam and Nora. With no
children of their own, it would be cruel
to take them away. Besides that, food
was still in short supply and Adam and
Nora now had access to both food and
fresh country air. There was logic in what
Mikkel said and the truth was that Ellen
wanted nothing more than to put a great
distance between herself and that which
had taken place during the war. Adam was
part of that. His surname was Adriaan,
a name spit upon by many local people,
and a name Ellen wanted erased from her
past and her memory. And so the children
stayed on at the Jansen farm.
*******
At the end of the summer, at the onset
of the school year, Coen Jansen sent
Adam, who had turned ten in August, to
the local school, a Christian school.
“School will be good for you,” he said to
the boy, “you have to learn many things if
you ever want to run a farm of your own.”
He added softly, “and that is what I would
want a son of mine to do - to go to school
and do his best.”

Adam had nodded solemnly and obediently. He had always liked learning and
had a quick mind. Punctual and cheerful
in the farm chores Coen assigned to him,
he also faithfully watched out for his little
niece whom he loved devotedly. Ever
mindful of the promise he had made to
his Oom Luit, he played with Nora, sang
to her and often rocked her to sleep. The
only crack in Adam’s existence was that he
did not get on with the grade five teacher.
Mr. Legaal was a middle-aged man,
short of stature, temper and patience. He
knew, as most of the townsfolk did, that
Adam’s father had been a collaborator.
But Mr. Legaal, unlike most people, held
it personally against the boy. Not a single
child in the classroom blamed him for
that. Behind hands it was whispered that
Mr. Legaal’s oldest son had been killed in
a Nazi raid in which Adam’s father was
suspected to have been involved.
There were Bible lessons each day. Mr.
Legaal paced back and forth in front of
the class flicking a wooden ruler against
the side of his right leg as he told stories
from Scripture. He was a good storyteller.
Every now and then he stopped to ask
questions. He often singled out Adam and
Adam knew this was because he usually
did not know the answer to the questions
and was thus made to look foolish.
“Who was the first man, Adam?”
“Adam was the first man.”
All the children were aware of Mr.
Legaal’s prejudice against Adam and they
had, for the most part, taken the teacher’s
side. After all, who hadn’t hated the Nazis?
“What happened to Adam?”
“He... he fell into sin.” Unfamiliar with
Biblical phraseology, Adam was hesitant.
To fall was to trip, to slip. You slipped
on the stairs, you slipped in ill-fitting
shoes and you fell on the ground. Was
sin in the ground? But he knew from
past experience, even as these thoughts
passed through his mind, that this was the
answer Mr. Legaal was looking for.
“What is your name, Adam?”
“My name is Adam, sir.”
“Have you fallen into sin as well?”
From where he was standing in the
aisle, Adam looked down at his desk. He
peered into the deep, black recess of his

The planes simply opened their bomb doors and
free-dropped the food over designated areas.

inkwell. You always had to
stand up when speaking to the
teacher. He knew Mr. Legaal
expected him to answer yes,
but he did not totally understand why the answer should
be yes. So he did not answer.
Mr. Legaal walked down the aisle and
stopped in front of him, his ever-present
ruler mechanically slapping the side of his
grey trousers. He went on speaking. “Often those who sin do not repent of their
sin. Do you know what happens to those
who do not repent of sin, Adam?”
Adam could feel his cheeks flush but
he still did not answer, concentrating
his gaze on the ink well. You could write
good things with black ink. How curious
was that? The boy in the desk behind him
snickered.
”I think that any student in this room
could easily give the answer to this question, Adam. Those who do not repent go
to hell.”
The ruler stopped tapping the pant leg
and Mr. Legaal turned around, away from
Adam, to stride back towards the front of
the class. “I think it would be good for you
to reflect on the judgment of God, Adam.
I want you to stay after school and copy a
Bible passage I have marked out for you.”

Adam sighed. Hanneke Jansen, or
Tante Hanneke as she wanted to be called,
would once more be waiting in vain by
the school playground with Nora sitting
in the stroller. And he would not be in
time to help Coen in the barn.
The text which Mr. Legaal deposited in
front of Adam in clear, concise handwriting, and which he had to copy twenty-five
times, read: “For I the Lord your God am
a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the
fathers upon the children to the third and
the fourth generation of those who hate
me.”
As Mr. Legaal sat at his desk correcting work, Adam mechanically wrote out
the words, wrote them out over and over.
A jealous God? Of what was He jealous?
And how did one visit iniquity? He used
to visit Tante Ellen regularly, but she had
never been happy to see him. He missed
his Oom Luit. Oom Luit had been a good
man - a man he would have followed

had he been a soldier. Adam’s thoughts
scratched about in his head even as the
nib of his pen scratched the paper. There
was really no one now to whom, or with
whom, he belonged. There was Nora, of
course. She crawled after him and overtop
of him on the kitchen linoleum when he
played with her after supper each night.
And Coen and “Tante Hanneke,” he
grimaced as he addressed her this way in
his head, had never given him cause to
doubt their affection for him. It was just
that “Tante Hanneke” sounded a lot like
Tante Nelleke. Tante Nelleke was not there
any more either and she had truly loved
him. Coen Jansen had told Adam that he
would be pleased to be on a first-name
basis with him.
Adam smudged the word “fathers,” the
ink making a dark spot. He sighed. Mr.
Legaal would be sure to comment that he
had been careless and there was no doubt
but that he would tell him he must write
it out again. Consequently he added a
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twenty-sixth line to the second page of his
remedial homework.
“Are you ready yet, boy?”
“Yes, sir.” He stood up and trudged up
the aisle, his footsteps sounding awkward
and hollow in the empty classroom. Laying the papers on the desk in front of his
teacher, he waited.
“You’ve blotched a word here, Adam.”
“Yes, sir.”
Mr. Legaal slid the papers across the
desk back to the lad.
“Write it out one more time.”
“I already did, sir. You can count it out.
There are twenty-six lines on the sheets.”
“Read the text for me, Adam.”
And Adam read: “For I the Lord your
God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the
third and the fourth generation of those
who hate me.”
“Do you think your father hated God,
Adam?”
“I don’t know, sir.”
“You don’t know?”
“No, sir. He never spoke of it.”
“Hatred or love comes out in what we
do, Adam. Do you not know what your father did?” Mr. Legaal’s voice was even and
unemotional, but his eyes, cool and grey,
contemplated Adam with disdain.
And Adam remembered with a certain
amount of pain in his stomach, that his father had never spoken to him of anything
that he did or did not do; that his father
had never included him in any conversation; that his father had only had conversations with him when ordering him to
do something such as “Get me a drink”
or “Clean up the dishes.” Only Oom Luit
and Tante Nelleke had been kind. But now
they were both gone.
“He...,” the boy faltered, seeing the demanding face of his father metamorphose
into that of Mr. Legaal, “my father... he
went out and I don’t know what he did.”
Mr. Legaal smirked, “Fine father he
was.”
Adam looked down at the floor.
“You may go, boy.”
And Adam went.
*******
Coen and Hanneke did not ask why
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Adam had to stay late or why he had
to write lines. The truth was that they
guessed things were not very easy for
Adam at school but they hoped that time
would show his classmates that the boy
was earnest, well-behaved and kind. And
Adam told no one his problems but the
gander that Coen kept in the barnyard. It
was a wild greylag and Coen had successfully domesticated it as a sort of guard
dog.
“Geese,” he had told Adam, “have a
loud call and are sensitive to unusual
movements. He’ll let me know if anyone
or anything comes on the property. That’s
how I knew you were there the first night
you came to us.”
“Really?” Adam had asked rather
doubtfully, eyeing the proud animal as it
waddled around the yard, orange beak
lifted up as if it owned the world, adding
hopefully, “Wouldn’t you like a dog to do
that for you?”
“Tante Hanneke doesn’t want a dog,”
Coen answered, “A dog sat on her once
when she was little and she just doesn’t
want one.”
“Oh,” Adam answered, a trifle disappointed.
But for some reason Hugo, the gander,
took a grand liking to Adam. It sought
him out when the boy crossed the farmyard and inexplicably followed him from
place to place. The bird even tolerated Adam’s hand as he stroked the greyish-brown
plumage, often emitting loud honks if the
boy sang songs he had learned in school.
“I think Hugo either feels you have
bad taste in music or he thinks you are a
gander too,” Coen joked.
“He won’t migrate, will he?” Adam
asked.
“No, I’ve clipped his wings. He’ll stay
the winter.”
It was late fall, moving towards winter
and Adam had seen large flocks pass
overhead as they flew southward. Their
flight calls, a loud series of repeated deep
honking, was audible for miles and Hugo’s
brown eyes, it seemed to Adam, were forlorn at such times. “Does he want to go?”
“I think not. He has it far too good here.
His own small pond, lots of feed, and he
has you.”
“Will you ever get a female goose for

him?”
“Perhaps next year,” Coen said, “Who
knows?”
*******
As the days edged towards Christmas,
there were advent sermons on Sundays.
Usually Adam went along to one of the
two services in the church which Tante
Hanneke and Coen attended. He did
not understand much of the sermons,
but liked sitting in the bench with Coen,
sharing a peppermint or two, and feeling a
sense of peace. But if someone had asked
him, he would not have been able to put
this feeling into words.
The other service he babysat Nora, and
Coen went to church with Tante Hanneke.
Nora was growing, almost walking, and
her favorite word, much to Adam’s delight, was “Adah.” The child was beautiful
and resembled Nelleke. Black ringlets
framed an oval face; huge, blue eyes
sparkled underneath curling eyelashes;
and two dimples appeared whenever she
laughed, which was often. Tante Hanneke,
Coen and Adam all doted on her.
*******
Late one evening, Adam woke up with
a great thirst and got up to get a drink of
water. Passing Tante Hanneke’s and Coen’s
bedroom, he could not help but overhear.
“We have to take steps for adoption.”
It was Tante Hannek’s voice and Coen’s
reply, in a lower timber, was almost impossible to discern. Adam shuffled on in
his slippers, towards the kitchen. Adoption, what was adoption? He looked it up
in the classroom dictionary the next day
and read: “Adoption: formal legal process
to adopt a child.’ He went up the page
to the word “adopt” and read: “to raise a
child of other biological parents as if it
were your own, in accordance with formal
legal procedure.”
During the ensuing school hours Adam
thought much about the adoption definition and what it could mean - thought
so much that Mr. Legaal gave him lines.
“I must not daydream” was copied fifty
times during recess. But when he sludged
home that day through the thin, wet

skiff of snow that lay on the ground, he
continued to wonder - to wonder if Tante
Hanneke had been speaking about Nora
or about himself, or about both of them. It
would make more sense if her words had
referred to Nora. Nora was, after all, only
a baby and she didn’t know any better but
that it was Coen and Tante Hanneke who
were her parents. She was already calling
Tante Hanneke “mama” and Adam found
that he did not mind that in the least. It
was clear to him that Tante Ellen did not
want Nora. Neither did she want him.
Not that he minded. Tante Ellen made
him increasingly uncomfortable by totally
ignoring him when he saw her.
He slid on the snow. Geese flew overhead. He stared up at them. Geese were
free. He had read once that geese mated
for life. Loyalty seemed a beautiful thing
to Adam. Hugo, if he ever got a mate,
would stay true. Geese were loyal. He’d
reached the farmyard now and Hugo,
silhouetted against the barn door, honked
and waddled over towards him.
*******
That evening Coen Jansen began
reading the Gospel of Matthew after the
meal. Nora sleepily hung back in her
highchair, eyes half-closed. It was warm
in the kitchen. Adam yawned behind his
hand. He scanned the room and remembered the first time he’d sat down in the
leather chair next to the stove. He could
see himself sitting there even as Coen was

reading the genealogy - names and names
and more names. Adam saw the names
floating around in the air as if they were
music notes. All these names must have
had faces at some point - faces and lives.
“... the father of Jehoshaphat, and Jehoshaphat...”
What a strange name that was. His
mother must have had some time calling
him in for chores. “Jehoshaphat! Come
here!”
“... the father of Jeconiah and his brothers, at the time of the deportation to
Babylon.”
“What’s deportation, Coen?” Adam
knew he was allowed to interrupt to ask
questions. Coen had made that very clear
at the onset of his stay here.
“Deportation is,” Coen began, furrows lining his brow as he formulated the
answer, “being sent away from where you
live.”
“Oh,” Adam responded, “you mean that
I was deported from Tante Ellen’s house.”
He noted that Tante Hanneke threw Coen
a look. The look was almost angry.
“No,” she said, “No, it’s not like that at
all.”
Adam appeared slightly puzzled and
she went on a bit irrationally - went on
as color rose in her cheeks. “Well, you
weren’t sent away from your home. You
must not think of it like that. You just
have to remember that we really wanted
you to stay with us. The deported people
Coen was reading about were disobedient and God punished them by sending

them away. You were not ...” She stopped
abruptly and smiled at him before she
added, “Do you see?”
“Yes,” Adam replied, although he did
not really see, but he told himself that he
would think about it. Coen went on reading, after exchanging another look with
his wife. “And after the deportation to
Babylon, Jeconiah...”
Nora began to whine. Tante Hanneke
lifted her up out of the highchair and
settled the child on her lap. Thumb in
her mouth, Nora smiled a drooly smile at
Adam. He grinned back.
“... and Jacob the father of Joseph the
husband of Mary of whom Jesus was
born...”
Jesus, that was the Son of God. Jesus,
that was in whose name Coen always
prayed and was teaching him, Adam to
pray. “You must say ‘for Jesus sake’, Adam,
at the end of every prayer.” So he did. It
was enough for him that Coen said so.
Coen never lied.
“... Now the birth of Jesus Christ took
place in this way. When His mother Mary
had been betrothed...”
“What’s betrothed, Coen?”
“Betrothed is like being engaged. You
know that time when a boy gives a ring to
a girl because he wants her to be his wife.”
“You have to give a ring to a girl if you
want to marry her?”
Coen and Tante Hanneke smiled
simultaneously. “Well,” Coen said, “that’s
usually what’s done.”
“Did Tante Ellen get a ring from Mikkel

The child
was beautiful
& resembled
her mother...
blue eyes,
curling
lashes and
two dimples.
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Ganzeveer?”
“Probably,” was all Tante Hanneke
would answer.
“When his mother Mary,” Coen repeated, turning back to the Bible, “had been
betrothed to Joseph, before they came
together she was found to be with child of
the Holy Spirit, and her husband Joseph,
being a just man and unwilling to put her
to shame, resolved to divorce her quietly.”
“Where did the child come from?”
There was no answer for a few moments. There was only the crackling of the
wood in the stove and the wet sound of
Nora noisily sucking her thumb.
“The Child,” Coen began, “that is to say,
Jesus, came from heaven.”
“You said,” Adam interposed, “that
heaven is a good place. You said last night
that it was better than any place on earth.”
“Yes,” Coen nodded, “that’s true.”

“Well, then,” Adam went on, “why did
Jesus leave it?”
“He left it so that you and I could go to
it.”
Adam’s face was blank and Coen continued. “Well, we can’t go to heaven if we
are dirty, that is to say, sinful. Remember
that we talked about sin the other day?
God can’t abide sinfulness. So Jesus left
heaven to make us clean. He became a human being like you and me; He lived the
perfect life that you and I could not live.”
They were just so many words to Adam.
He understood that he did bad things. He
knew that deep within himself he was not
good. He didn’t know why this knowledge
was in him, but it was. Falling into sin,
that’s what Mr. Legaal had spoken of
in the classroom. But for Adam the
discussions were more or less like falling
into a sea of words and drowning in their

Hugo streaked towards the boys, hissing
in a frightful manner. Reaching them, he
began to peck and bite...
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meaning without being able to come up
for air. It was too much.
“Why didn’t God just make our sins go
away,” he responded, “Wouldn’t that be
easier than leaving heaven, and besides
that, He can do anything, can’t He?”
“Yes, He can,” Tante Hanneke came into
the conversation, “but He chose to do it
this way. The Bible tells us that He took on
our flesh. The Word, that is Jesus, became
flesh and lived among us. We have seen
His glory... I think,” she added thoughtfully, “that because Jesus became a baby,
and grew into a child, who grew into man,
Who died for us, we can see Him more
clearly as one of us, and we are impelled
to follow Him.”
“Impelled?”
“Well, that means we have to. We just
can’t help it.”
“Become like us?” Adam said, “But why
would He want to come to a place like our
town where so many people...”
He didn’t finish. He never divulged the
painful moments at school; never spoke
of the secret kicks, the snide remarks, and

the multiple snubs that were his daily fare.
Coen closed the Bible.
“If He hadn’t come to earth,” Tante
Hanneke repeated, patting Nora on the
back, “the disciples wouldn’t have seen
Him, and then they wouldn’t have been
able to tell us about Him, and then we
would not have been able to follow Him.”
“But why couldn’t we have followed
Him without Him coming here?”
Coen cleared his throat, preparing to
answer, but no words came out
“I wouldn’t have come to earth if I were
Jesus,” Adam finished, “and that’s the
truth.” Suddenly embarrassed that he had
said too much, he shrugged and stared at
Nora, pulling a silly face. Nora took the
thumb out of her mouth and laughed out
loud, dimples showing. Then she began
to cry and Tante Hanneke motioned that
Coen should finish off by praying, it was
time for bed.
*******
A few days later, on a Sunday afternoon
walk through the woods with Hugo by
his side, Adam noticed that someone or
something, was following closely behind
him. There were noises like branches
breaking and it seemed that the trees
overhead were whispering. He turned
sharply at one point, only to see two boys
run to hide behind a bush.
He stood still for a minute but they did
not come out and he resumed his walk at
a quicker pace. Hugo, trotting in and out
of the bushes, picked up speed as well.
Then a rock hit the back of Adam’s head
just above the nape of his neck. It hurt
and he did not know if he should stop,
stay his ground and have it out with his
pursuers, or keep on walking. If he stayed,
the boys might hurt Hugo. On the other
hand, Hugo was a good fighter. He had
seen the gander hiss and snarl and spread
his wings at the goat when the animal
had playfully butted too close for Hugo’s
comfort. It began to snow, and Hugo, unaware of any danger, honked his contentment. He delighted in cold weather. Adam
reached his right hand up to gingerly
touch his head where he could begin to
feel the swelling of a bruise.
“Hurt you, did we boy?” It was the voice

of Herman, a boy in his class. Adam recognized it. He decided to stop and turned
around.
Herman was not alone. Kees Legaal,
the son of Mr. Legaal, was with him. Kees
was also in Adam’s class. There was a rock
in Kees’ hand and in a swinging motion
he lifted it above his head, making as if
to throw it. Hugo had halted as well. The
bird, sensing the tension in Adam, suddenly stood up straight next to the boy,
puffing out his chest, and spreading his
wings.
“Hey, look at that dumb goose.”
“It’s a gander,” Adam replied, “and he’s
not dumb.”
“Oh, no? Well, watch him fall down.”
Kees threw his rock, but the missile went
awry as Hugo simultaneously streaked
towards the boys, hissing in a frightful
manner. Reaching them, he began to peck
and bite, going for legs, arms and bellies.
For a moment Adam was transfixed with
pride. Hugo was protecting him.
Then he called out: “Hugo. It’s all right.
Hugo, come home with me.”
The gander, after a few more seconds
of nipping sharply at his prey, stood still.
His frightened quarry turned tail and ran.
Kees ran helter-skelter down the road but
Herman disappeared to the left.
The left turn was a mistake. Crashing through several layers of bushes,
not watching where he was going, he
ran headlong into Zonnemeer, a small
but deep pond covered with a thickening but treacherous coating of ice. Adam
could hear Herman falling; could hear
the sound of ice cracking; and then he
heard the sound of water splashing, water
swallowing. Next to him, Hugo was nibbling on some snow, looking remarkably
unconcerned and innocent. Losing no
time, Adam followed the boy’s trail, until
he reached the edge of the pond. Herman’s head was visible where he had fallen
through in the ice and his eyes looked
shocked and scared. There were several
feet of unbroken ice between the edge of
the pond and the spot where he had fallen
through. Although Adam’s first instinct
was to run out onto the ice to help, he was
extremely conscious of the treacherous
instability of the surface of the pond.
“It’s all right, Herman,” he shouted, “stay

calm.”
The boy began to cry and Adam prayed,
and he prayed out loud, “Please God, let
me help Herman so that he will be all
right, for Jesus sake.”
A calmness came over him.
“Lift your elbows out of the water,” he
said clearly, remembering what Coen had
told him to do should he ever fall into one
of the many ponds in the area, “and rest
them on the edge of the ice where you fell
in, and breathe in deeply and slowly.”
He took off his woolen scarf, a red one
that Tante Hanneke had knit for him, and
measured it. It was a long scarf and would
perhaps do the trick if he would be able
to get just a little closer to Herman. He
gingerly stepped out onto the ice. It held
him and appeared solid. Herman never
took his eyes off Adam even as Adam tied
a loop at the end of the scarf. Perhaps if
Herman’s hands were too cold to hold
the scarf, he could put the loop around
his elbows. Prepared to throw the red
rescue line, he heard the snow behind him
crunch. It was Kees who had come back to
see what happened to his friend. Panicking upon seeing him in the pond, he stood
rooted at the edge.
“Herman,” he shouted, “don’t drown.”
“If you want to help,” Adam said, “hold
my hand while I throw the scarf out to
him.”
Kees nodded and slid onto the ice
behind Adam. Adam held out his left
hand and Kees took it. The whole scene
felt surreal to Adam, almost as if he were
dreaming. And perhaps, he reasoned
within himself, he was dreaming and in a
few moments would wake up in his bed at
the Jansen farm. But Hugo honked from
the pond’s edge, and he supposed that
such a loud honking would never take
place in a dream. He felt Kees’ stiffen at
the approach of the gander.
“It’s all right,” he reassured the boy,
“Hugo won’t hurt you. He’s just watching
to see what I’m doing.”
Kees didn’t answer. He merely nodded
and shivered. Adam carefully took aim
and threw the scarf across the ice towards
Herman. Herman had closed his eyes
now.
“Herman,” Adam called out, “open your
eyes and try to get hold of the scarf. We’re
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going to try and pull you out of the water.”
Herman opened his eyes and slowly
reached for the scarf with his right hand.
“That’s it,” Adam shouted encouragingly, “reach just a bit further. You almost
have it.”
Herman seemed to be moving in slow
motion. His hand was almost on top of
the scarf and then his fingers took hold
of the wool. Clamping down on the red,
his other arm rose out of the water and
followed the first.
“Good,” Adam called out, and Kees
joined him, “That’s good Herman. You
can do it. Grab it with both hands.”
Herman managed the feat and both of
his hands were now wrapped up in the
wool.
“I’m going to pull slowly but will need
both my arms,” Adam cautioned Kees, “so
let go of my hand but hold on to my coat.”
Kees did as Adam instructed him and
Adam began to strain as hard as he could.
At first there was no movement although
Herman’s arms were now flat on the ice in
front of him grasping the scarf. But then
his body began to shift upward. Slowly
the boy emerged from the water. His eyes
were closed again. As soon as his belly slid
onto the ice, Adam was able to step back.
“Here,” he said to Kees, “help me pull
now. You can let go of my coat and grab
the scarf. Pull as hard as you can. We’ll get
him out together.”
All this time Hugo was waddling back
and forth on the land behind them, honking fiercely every few minutes. Kees took
hold of the scarf as well, and began to lend
his weight to the taut line. And bit by bit
Herman was drawn closer, and drawn
onto the shore. His clothing was sopped
through and through. Adam took off his
own coat and undid the buttons on Herman’s coat.
“Help me, Kees,” he said, “Help me take
his coat off and then we have to get him to
walk, or run, so he doesn’t ...”
“I know,” Kees responded, and knelt
down beside his friend. Together they
managed to take off the boy’s coat and get
Adam’s coat wrapped around him.
“Stand up, Herman,” Adam said, “You
have to walk now. I know you feel tired
but you have to walk.” He slapped Herman’s face. The boy opened his eyes.
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“I’m so cold,” he whispered.
“I know,” Kees answered, “and soon
we’ll be home and we’ll get you totally
warm by the stove. But you have to get up
and start walking or...”
To their surprise, Herman sat up and
attempted to rise. Kees and Adam both
put hands under his armpits and helped
him up.
“Good,” Adam said, “very good work,
Herman. Now walk with us.” Herman
obeyed - obeyed as if he were a robot and the three began their trek back to the
village.
“My house is closest,” Kees said after
they had been walking for some five minutes which seemed like five hundred, “so
we should stop there. I’m afraid...”
*******
They reached Kees’ house after another ten minutes walking. Herman
had ceased to talk. He just mechanically
moved his legs forward. His eyes were
shut again. Kees ran up to the front door
and yelled for his father. Adam had both
arms wrapped around Herman who was
leaning heavily against him. Mr. Legaal
appeared in the door. His eyes took in the
situation and he immediately told Kees
to start warming hot water bottles, as
well as call for his mother to get some hot
drink ready. Meanwhile he ran outside
on his stocking feet, positioned himself
on the other side of Herman and helped
guide him towards the door, towards the
warmth of the house. Mr. Legaal said
nothing to Adam during this time and
Adam spoke no word to him. Hugo was
still on the road, honking dejectedly.
When they got to the door, Mr. Legaal
finally broke the silence between them.
“You can go now,” he said to Adam, “I’ll
take care of Herman.”
And Adam, after a final look at Herman
who was still wearing his coat, went.
The wind had picked up in force and
miniscule ice pellets fell. It would be
Christmas on Wednesday. Adam loved
the songs that Tante Hanneke hummed as
she prepared meals and as she went about
the house. He also loved the songs he
was learning in school. To take his mind

off the stinging ice that hit his face, he
tried to sing one after leaving Mr. Legaal’s
house.
But his voice would not obey his
thoughts. His hands were numb and
reaching for the pockets of his coat,
remembered that he was not wearing a
coat. He stamped his feet as he walked.
Hugo had half-flown, half-waddled ahead
of him down the road. He was trailing his
right wing but seemed set on going home
quickly. Adam watched him until the bird
disappeared around a bend. There was
a loneliness settling within him. It was
like the frost that had cruelly nipped at
his cheeks the night he had carried Nora,
only this cold was tugging and nipping at
his heart. The Jansen farm was ahead and
he was glad of it for he did not think he
could keep walking much longer. Tante
Hanneke would ask where his coat was
and what would he say? He had begun to
shiver and although he tried very hard not
to shiver he could not help the uncontrollable shakes that seized him every few
seconds. If he could just sit by the stove
for a bit, just for ten minutes or so, with
no one speaking to him, it seemed to him
that he would be all right. The door was in
front of him and he stared at it, unable to
reach for the handle.
“Adam.” It was Coen’s voice and it came
from behind him. He moved his head
to see where exactly Coen was, but then
everything went dark and he slid down,
down into a pond of treacherous ice,
blackness and night.
*******
When Adam opened his eyes, he was
lying in bed and Tante Hanneke was
sitting in a chair by his side. She was knitting, knitting something red - perhaps
another scarf? He closed his eyes again
and wiggled his toes in delicious warmth.
How good it was to be wrapped up within
a house, within a bed and to have someone sitting by your side who loved you.
He reopened his eyes and this time Tante
Hanneke stopped her knitting and laid it
down in her lap.
“You’re awake, Adam?”
He smiled a weak smile in agreement.
“That’s good. You had me very wor-

ried for a while. You have quite a lump on
the back of your head. Where have you
been?”
There was no reproach in her voice.
It was just a question. He smiled again
trying to remember where he had been.
He vaguely recalled the walk with Hugo
by his side. And there were boys - Herman and Kees. And there was the pond.
He closed his eyes and sighed. “I was,” he
began, and to his own surprise, he could
not continue, but started to weep.
Tante Hanneke laid her knitting on the
floor and sat on the edge of the bed. She
took his hands in her own and rubbed
them gently. “Never mind,” she said, “it
doesn’t matter. What matters is that you
are home safely and that I love you.”
“I’m home,” Adam whispered, and then
he fell asleep again.
*******
When he awoke for the second time,
it was because there was noise of some
sort in the hallway. There were voices. He
recognized the voices but could not put a
name on them. A minute later the door to
his bedroom opened and Tante Hanneke
walked in. She was followed by Mr. Legaal
who was followed by Coen. They all
looked serious. Adam wished he could
put his head under the covers, but his
whole body felt paralyzed. Tante Hanneke
smiled reassuringly at him, and sat down
on the edge of the bed.
“You have a visitor, Adam.” She spoke
the words even as she took hold of his
right hand.
“Hello, Adam.” Mr. Legaal mouthed his
greeting in a clipped manner, and Adam
half expected him to produce a ruler and
begin hitting his leg with it. He did not
answer. His mind might have woken up
but his voice was still sleeping and unwilling to awaken.
“I came over,” Mr. Legaal went on,
“to tell you that I’m very thankful you
brought Herman to my house this afternoon. It was a good thing you did, Adam.”
Behind his teacher’s frame, Adam could
see Coen smiling cheerfully. But his own
mouth would not smile back.
“You know, Adam,” and Mr. Legaal’s
voice became rather low, as if he was hav-

ing trouble enunciating words, “I made
you copy out lines at the beginning of the
school year, lines from Deuteronomy five.”
Tante Hanneke raised her eyebrows and
looked at Coen, who shrugged behind Mr.
Legaal’s shoulders.
“The words were,” Mr. Legaal hoarsely
went on, “For I the Lord your God am a
jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the
fathers upon the children to the third and
fourth generation of those who hate Me.”
Both of Tante Hanneke’s hands now enclosed Adam’s right hand and she sighed.
“But,” the teacher continued, as his eyes
now fully met Adam’s, “I neglected the
second part of that text which reads, ‘but
showing steadfast love to thousands of
those who love Me and keep My commandments.’” It was very quiet in the
bedroom. Adam could hear his own
heartbeat and felt it pulse in his temples.
“You are one of the thousands, Adam, and
I am sorry if I ...”
Mr. Legaal turned sharply, almost
bumped into Coen and, passing him,
made his departure.
Coen cleared his throat. Tante Hanneke
cleared hers as well.
“Your teacher,” Coen began, “told me
what happened this afternoon, Adam.”
Adam nodded. He was weary and
actually wanted to go to sleep again. But
he did wonder if Hugo had come home.
He did not remember seeing the bird in
the farmyard when he came back from
his walk. But then there were a number of
things in his head that were fuzzy.
“Hugo?” he asked.
“His right wing is a bit sprained. I’ve
put him in a pen by himself for a few
days. He’s fine though, or will be in a day
or two, and he is as bossy as ever.” Adam
smiled and drifted off again.
*******
Though he was pampered for the next
few days, Tante Hanneke did not judge
him quite well enough to go to the special
Christmas Eve service. He protested, albeit weakly, that she should not worry and
that he felt up to the walk, but she would
not hear of it.
“It looks like snow,” she said, “and I
want you to stay nice and warm inside.

And that’s an order.”
“I don’t want you to miss the special
service for me,” he said, “so I’ll stay home
only if you go to church.”
Coen had nodded in agreement. “Adam
is right, Hanneke,” he said, “He’s well
enough to watch Nora and the two of us
can go together.”
Tante Hanneke had not truly wanted to
leave him, but she had conceded battle.
Dressed warmly the two of them had left
for church after supper.
It had begun to snow ever so lightly.
After he put Nora to bed, Adam stood
by the kitchen window and watched the
flakes dance. They illumined briefly as
they swirled past the glow of the lantern
swinging from the front porch. It was
fascinating and for a long while Adam
felt unable to take his eyes away. Then the
flurries grew thicker and the wind picked
up, faintly howling through the trees.
Adam shivered, pulled the curtains shut
and sat down in Coen’s big chair. How
different things were now as compared to
last year. He could see himself standing
in front of the stove, could see Coen take
the baby from his arms, and he could see
Tante Hanneke walk through the kitchen
door in her nightgown, braids hanging
over her shoulders. And now he lived
here - now this was his home. Yawning
contentedly, he leaned back and closed his
eyes. There was only the one thing, just
one thing, which worried him now. And
that was the concern he saw reflected in
Tante Hanneke’s eyes when he prayed at
night.
“Do you believe, Adam,” she had asked
him but the day before yesterday, the day
that Mr. Legaal had come, and the day
that he had been so tired and despondent,
“that Jesus came down from heaven to
save you?” There had been a pleading in
her brown eyes, and he had been tempted
to say, “Of course I do.” But he was unable
to bring the words forward for they were
not in his heart.
So he had answered her with “I can’t,”
only to see a sadness diffuse her eyes. He
added, trying once more to explain his
dilemma, “I don’t know why Jesus would
come here and become human. Why
would He want to be like us? Why would
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He have to do that if He truly is God?”
She had replied, as she had done before,
“Because He loves us. Because He knew
that we would follow Him more easily if
He became one of us. “
Then she turned away but he could hear
her softly murmuring, “The Word became
flesh and made His dwelling among us,
full of grace and truth. We have seen His
glory, the glory of the One and Only, Who
came from the Father, full of grace and
truth.”
It was a verse Adam had memorized in
school this last month, but had not quite
understood. He opened his eyes again.
He wished that God would knock at the
door and explain it to him. He wished
the answer would come to him in the
lantern light with the snowflakes. Nora
half-whimpered in her bedroom and he
got up. But when he reached the crib, she
was sleeping, thumb in her mouth, curls
askew on the sheet. He gazed at her for a
long time, remembering his promise to
Oom Luit. Stroking her cheek, he caught
himself humming a Bach melody - a
melody which Tante Hanneke called a
Christmas lullaby.
“O Savior sweet, O Savior mild, Who
came to earth a little child...” Adam felt
confused by the words. He stopped humming and tip-toed out, making his way
back to the chair.
As he settled in, pulling his sock-feet
up and snuggling against the leather
side, there was a loud thump against the
window. Then another. Instinctively he slid
out of the chair and lay flat on the ground.
It was a reflex movement, a movement
left over from the war. There were more
sounds outside, but they were not the
sounds of airplanes overhead, sounds he
still heard in bad dreams. Slowly sitting
up, he crawled over to the window on
his knees. Past the curtain’s edge the yard
was veiled in white and barely visible.
The snowfall had become much heavier.
Through the periodic gusting, his eyes
met a very strange sight. A number of
geese were wandering around the pathway
leading to the door. Then squalls of white
obliterated them from his sight.
Adam rubbed the windowpane, trying
to see more clearly. Where would these
geese have come from? Had they been
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on their way south and been disoriented
by this sudden storm? He spotted two of
them close to the window, flapping their
wings rather wildly and aimlessly. They
were running around in circles. He wished
Coen and Tante Hanneke were home but,
because of the weather, maybe it would
be very late before they would be back.
Should he go outside and help the birds?
He rubbed the pane again and strained
his eyes. Between the paroxysms of the
wind coughing the snow past the window,
Adam thought he could count at least
seven geese. Was Hugo with them? No,
Coen had put Hugo in a pen. Perhaps if he
opened the barn door, the birds might go
in and find shelter instead of flying about
in such a haphazard fashion.
Before venturing outside, Adam went to
the bread board and cut off several slices of
bread. He doubted whether scattering the
bread would make the birds follow him,
but just in case... Carefully dividing the
bread into small pieces, he stuffed them
inside his pants pocket. Then thinking
for a moment, he went to his bedroom
and took the flashlight out of the drawer
next to his bed. Then he walked back to
the kitchen, put on his coat, his red scarf,
his boots and then his mittens. Listening
intently for a moment to satisfy himself as
to whether or not Nora was still asleep, he
stepped into the hallway and opened the
door to the yard.
Honkings and hissings swirled with the
wind and whirled about with the snow.
Quickly stepping outside, he closed the
door behind him. Oh, to be Hugo for
a moment and convey to these birds in
goose language that they could follow him!
Treading out a path on the snow with
his boots, he dropped bread pieces and
made his way to the barn. Would they
follow? Initially it seemed not. Then one of
them picked at a piece of bread and nosed
forward for another. But the next moment
a particularly heavy blast of wind blew
him and a number of bread crumbs out of
Adam’s sight and when he could see again,
the bird had wandered off in a different
direction. Reaching the barn, he opened
the door and turned on the flashlight,
shining it into the doorway. Not one bird
in the entire gaggle paid any attention. He
walked back into the middle of the group.

“Follow me,” he pleaded, “there’s lots
of straw and I can give you some chicken
feed too.”
Although honkings and flappings
encircled him, none of the geese even
came close to his outstretched hands. They
were wary of him and afraid. He was not
one of them.
“Perhaps if I carry Hugo outside,” he
spoke to himself, “they might follow him.
After all, he is a real goose and I’m not.”
Trudging back to the barn, it took him a
few minutes to locate the spot where Coen
had placed Hugo’s pen. The gander sat
quietly, brown eyes wide open, watching
him. Adam felt a pang of conscience that
he had not come to see him earlier. “Hello,
Hugo,” he said, “how are you?”
The bird honked softly.
“I’d like you to do me a favor,” Adam
went on, “There are a lot of geese outside,
lost in the snow. I thought you might show
them the way to the barn because you,
after all, Hugo, are a goose just like them
and they will follow you.”
He opened the pen door and Hugo
waddled out, making straight for the open
barn door.
“That’s it, Hugo,” Adam encouraged,
“That’s it. You’re doing fine!!”
Hugo turned for one second at the door,
dark brown eyes shining, his right wing
hanging limply by his side. Then he turned
his grey head and walked on, disappearing
into the white. Adam ran after him, and
reaching the barn opening, initially could
see nothing but heaving snow. Then something half-flew, half-darted perilously close
past his head into the barn. It was Hugo,
fan-shaped tail dragging wearily behind
him. Following Hugo’s lead while honking wildly and flying in a straight line, the
seven geese streaked past him as well.
Turning on his flashlight, he stared
at the grey birds, some of whom were
already tucking their beaks under their
wings. Bulky bodies, thick long necks
and greyish-brown plumage were all
huddled together on some straw. Hugo
had retreated back into his pen. His orange
bill emitted a soft “Gaa,” and Adam smiled.
He heard the wind blowing outside. He
did not know where it had come from or
where it was going. RP

IN A
NUTSHELL
TIDBITS RELEVANT,
AND NOT SO,
TO CHRISTIAN LIFE

BY JON DYKSTRA

"SON, WE NEED TO TALK"

The November issue of Faith in Focus (the denominational
magazine of the Reformed Churches in New Zealand) tackled
the topic of maturity and men. While the whole issue was
wonderful, Pastor Andrew de Vries’ article “Son, we need to
talk” packed particular punch. He was addressing the many
ways that boys can resist becoming men, one of which is to
lose sight of any sort of play/work balance.
Son, I’ve noticed that you tend to play a lot. I know you’ve
got a job, and you’ve got your studies, but your “play dates”
do seem to take up a lot of your schedule. Is it possible
that your “playtime” is stunting your spiritual growth? The
video games into the early hours of the morning, the DVD
collection, the weekends away motorbiking or tramping, the
fitness regime Monday through Saturday (and just a light
workout on Sunday of course). Isn’t that an excessive play
regime? Please don’t think I’m opposed to such activities.
These are all legitimate pursuits to play at. I have no interest
in binding your conscience with a list of what is good and
what is bad, or rules about the appropriate amount of time
that you should be spending on these pursuits.
But you have to ask yourself the question, "are these
things really helping to further your spiritual growth?"…
Or have they become distractions which are keeping you in
spiritual diapers when by now you should have been able to
put childish ways behind you.

KIPLING KNEW CANADA

Rudyard Kipling was a world traveller, and, as his limerick
below shows, must also have made it to Canada.

SMART PEOPLE CAN BELIEVE DUMB THINGS

How come so many very smart people believe the world is
millions of years old? It’s because smart people can still get
caught up in a philosophy that blinds them to the truth. This
has happened in the past, as David Berlinski and Uncommon
Knowledge host Peter Robinson highlight in this exchange:
PETER ROBINSON: “So how is it that Darwin comes along
and within what seems like twenty seven seconds he’s carried
the field. That is to say, intellectually, in the academy, he’s just
carried the field. By the turn of the twentieth century Darwin
is the dominant way of looking at the development of species.
How did that happen?”
DAVID BERLINSKI: “How did it happen that Marxism swept
its field, swept it so thoroughly and completely that a hundred
million people had to die before someone realized? You know
that’s not such a swell theory at all.”
SOURCE: Uncommon Knowledge, uploaded to YouTube on Sept 1, 2001

A MILLION MONKEYS

“Someone once said that if you sat a million monkeys at
a million typewriters for a million years, one of them would
eventually type out all of Hamlet by chance. But when we find
the text of Hamlet, we don’t wonder whether it came from
chance and monkeys. Why then does the atheist use that
incredibly improbable explanation for the universe? Clearly,
because it is his only chance of remaining an atheist. At this
point we need a psychological explanation of the atheist rather
than a logical explanation of the universe.” – Peter Kreeft

There once was a boy in Quebec
Who was buried in snow to his neck.
When asked, “Are you friz?:
He replied, “Yes! I is,
But we don’t call this cold in Quebec.”

WHY I AIN'T A GRAMMAR PURIST

There is an apocryphal story about how, after submitting a
draft of an important wartime speech to the Foreign Office,
Winston Churchill was surprised to see upon its return there
were no comments on content. But where he had ended
a sentence with a preposition, a Foreign Office purist had
transferred the preposition to its stiffly grammataical position.
At this Churchill dashed off a note to the offending purist.
“This is the type of arrant pedantry up with which I will not
put.”
SOURCE: The Reader’s Digest’s Bedside Book of Laughter
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Pluto:

by Margaret Helder

READY FOR ITS CLOSE-UP

Until the summer of 2015, we knew
very little about Pluto. We knew that it
was far away, 5 billion kilometers. We also
knew it was very cold, at -223 degrees C
or less, which is just 50 degrees C above
absolute zero. And we knew that at 2,370
km across it was small by the standard of
other bodies in the solar system. Earth’s
diameter, for example, is 12,756 km,
while Jupiter’s is 142,984 km and even our
moon’s diameter (over 3,000 km) is larger
than that of Pluto. Planetary scientists
had few expectations that this small, cold,
far away body would show many unique
features.

BASED ON A MISTAKE

The fact that NASA was sending an
expensive probe to study this remote
body was remarkable in itself. Especially
when we consider it was only as a result
of a mistake that the planet was even
discovered!
Astronomers in the nineteenth century
had an inaccurate understanding of
the real mass of the planet Neptune,
discovered in 1846. They thought it was
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heavier than it really was, and then the
only way they could explain its orbit,
and that of Uranus, was if there was a
sizeable body beyond Neptune exerting
a gravitational tug on these planets. So
people went searching for this “sizeable
body” and eventually discovered Pluto.
However, the mass of Neptune was
adjusted downward after the Voyager 2
flyby (launched in 1977) and when this
new, more accurate, value for Neptune
was plugged into equations for the orbit
of Neptune and Uranus around the sun,
it was discovered that these values fully
accounted for the observed orbits. No
need for any sizeable body nearby!
So it was as a result of incorrect
impressions of the nature of the outer
solar system that American astronomers
undertook an energetic search for the
ninth planet. Regardless they did find
something: Pluto. It was actually in
1930 that an amateur astronomer, Clyde
Tombaugh, discovered this small moving
object on the periphery of the solar
system. Thus Nadia Drake (daughter of
famous astronomer Frank Drake) wrote in

the July National Geographic:
Uranus traces a predictable boring
path around the sun. There never was
another large planet tugging at its
orbit. But if not for the faulty math, and
one man’s prodigious patience [Clyde
Tombaugh], we could have waited
decades to discover the little world that
really is out there.
This situation demonstrates that
it depends on the questions one
asks, whether one discovers a given
phenomenon or not. If the Americans had
not been searching for another planet,
Pluto might not have been observed until
only a few years ago.

DEMOTED, BUT DYNAMIC

Pluto is most often the outermost
“planet” but twice during each orbit it
crosses Neptune’s orbit as both bodies
travel around the sun, making Neptune
the furthest out.
By the time NASA’s New Horizons
probe arrived at Pluto in mid July 2015,

this object of study had been classified
as merely one of many “dwarf planets.”
When the probe left Earth on January 19,
2006, Pluto was still regarded as one of
nine planets, but later that same year the
International Astronomical Union (IAU)
met to re-evaluate the status of Pluto, and
downgraded it. It was now considered
merely one of potentially hundreds of
dwarf planets. NASA might not have
allocated scarce resources to tackle a mere
dwarf planet, but the New Horizons probe
was already on its way.
Few of the voting members of the IAU
considered that study of Pluto would
be relevant to study of the solar system
planets. But what did they find in 2015?
Alan Stern, New Horizons principal
investigator, declared concerning Pluto:
“[I]n the initial reconnaissance of the solar
system, the best was saved for last.”
Well! When we consider the amazing
diversity of the planets already visited
by our probes, what could possibly be so
exciting about a cold, dark and remote
body? The answer is, plenty!
If there is one term that could best be
used to describe Pluto, and its associated
moons, that term is “energetic.” This is
very interesting and unexpected because
there is no obvious long-term source of
energy. It is “déjà vu” all over again! There
are so many planets and their moons
which exhibit unexpected phenomena.
Many of these phenomena (like the rings
of Saturn), require a lot of energy to keep
them going more than a few thousand
years. Astronomers do their best to
explain how these phenomena could
continue for long ages. The energy from
the Sun, and from radioactive decay,
and gravitational pull from larger bodies
nearby, are all used to try to explain these
observations. The interesting thing, in
this case, is that none of these sources
of energy appears promising as an
explanation for the dramatic features of
Pluto.

Charon form the only “binary planet” in
the solar system. The two bodies, similar
in size, orbit their common centre of mass
every few days.
There are also four tiny and more
remote moons that display some
astounding properties. The four outer
satellites of Pluto display masses about
0.001% or less of the parent body. Their
orbits take from 20 - 40 days to complete
one revolution. In addition, the orbits of
these moons are as close as they could
be without disturbing each other’s orbit
through gravitational attraction. Scott
Kenyon commented in Nature (June 4/15)
on this situation: “These tightly packed
systems place severe constraints on
theories of planetary system formation.”
Indeed he continued: “How some systems
end up with objects in closely packed orbit
is an open question.” What Dr. Kenyon
is saying is that it would be very hard to
propose convincing separate origins for
these moons. Yet there are some striking
differences.
Named Hydra, Kerberos, Nix and Styx,
three of the four moons are shiny and
bright. However Kerberos is the exception.
As Dr. Kenyon remarks: “Kerberos is as

dark as coal and seems out of place with
such bright companions.” NASA scientists
M. Showalter and D. Hamilton point out
that the darker colour of Kerberos raises
“questions about how a heterogeneous
[wildly dissimilar] satellite system might
have formed” (Nature June 4/15).
Drs. Showalter and Hamilton discussed
the moon system before New Horizons
actually arrived at Pluto. They had already
seen enough to realize that the system was
unexpectedly energetic for such a cold and
tiny body. Thus they declared:
Independent of the new discoveries in
store, we have already learned that Pluto
hosts a rich and complex dynamical [in
motion] environment, seemingly out of
proportion to its diminutive size.

SPINNING TOPS

Once New Horizons closely approached
Pluto, the full realization of the amazing
action of the four outer moons was
revealed. These small bodies spin at
inexplicably high rates. Hydra (the farthest
out) rotates once every 26 minutes. Ron
Cowen, writing in Eos, quotes Mark
Showalter of NASA and SETI, who

PLUTO CLOSE-UP

As we proceed toward Pluto, we
first encounter five moons. Charon,
the innermost and first discovered, is
relatively large for a moon with about 11%
of the mass of the parent body. Pluto and
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declared: “This is unlike anything we have
seen elsewhere in the solar system. No one
has ever seen a moon [like Hydra] that
rotates 89 times during a single orbit.”
The other outer moons also exhibit
fast rates of spin, with Kerberos rotating
the slowest at once every 5.33 hours (Eos
Nov.9/15). And Nix, not to be outdone in
interest, rotates in the opposite direction
from the rest of these moons. So these
moons display unexplained energy, and
properties that eliminate any common
explanation for the origin of all four
moons.
And there is more of interest. Dr.
Showalter further pointed out that:
The fast spin rates are so surprising
because even if the moons formed as
rapid rotators, the push and pull of the
gravitational tides of Pluto and Charon
ought to have slowed down that motion
(quoted in Eos Nov. 9/ 15).
So where does all this continuing energy
come from? Is the system of recent origin?

IF IT’S OLD, WHY SO ENERGETIC?

Pluto itself displays a surface that
seems to require the flow of a lot of
energy. The source of this energy is very
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puzzling because there is no sunlight
and no nearby large gravitational fields
from large planets. Nevertheless Pluto
displays “incredibly complex geology”
“beautiful” and “strange” (Nature July
23/15). Scientists reflected on how Pluto
displayed “much more geological activity
than anyone anticipated” (Nature). Very
large seemingly volcanic mountains, white
plains with absolutely no craters, and
dark plains with craters, suggest an active
geology as far as planetary scientists are
concerned. And an active geology requires
energy.
Based on the density of craters in the
dark areas, and on the basis of assumed
rates of crater bombardment, scientists
estimated that Pluto might be four
billion years old. Then they looked at
other features and concluded that Pluto
has remained geologically active up to
the present. The planet, for example is
losing nitrogen gas at a most unexpected
rate (NASA July 17/15). How many
billions of years could that continue?
Where is the energy coming from to
sublimate the frozen nitrogen? Well, if
it isn’t coming from the outside, then
it must be internal, right? Ron Cowen
quotes New Horizons scientist Kelso
Singer who declared that, “Pluto has

enough internal heat to maintain surface
activity throughout the lifetime of this
outer solar system body” (Eos Nov. 9/15).
Some scientists suggest that radioactive
decay may provide the energy required
to keep Pluto geologically active (Nature
July 23/15). With its small size, low
density and watery ice exterior, this does
not seem a promising explanation. And
with every half-life of each radioactive
element, the amount of radioactive
element is reduced by one half. After
several presumed billions of years, there
would be very little radioactivity left.
And radioactivity would not explain the
fast spin rates of the moons, in any case.
Scientists find themselves looking for
unlikely sources of long-term energy
because they want to explain how the
system could have existed for long ages.
Of course, with a recent origin, there is
no need to look for energy other than that
imparted to the system a few thousand
years ago. Pluto is exciting because it
displays unexpected characteristics. Most
informed observers expected something
that was geologically frozen, but we found
a fascinating and active world instead.
Like the rest of nature, Pluto testifies not
to processes which have continued for
long ages, but to a recent creation. RP
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THE BEST

PICTURE BOOKS
BY JON DYKSTRA

DON'T LET THE PIGEON STAY UP LATE

THE OLD HOUSE

DOWN TO THE SEA WITH MR. MAGEE

BY MO WILLEMS
2006 / 34 PAGES

BY PAMELA DUNCAN EDWARDS
2009 / 32 PAGES

BY CHRIS VAN DUSEN
2006 / 36 PAGES

My kids and I love this for two very
different reasons.
They love it because they get
to interact with the book. Pigeon
desperately wants to stay up late. But
a sleepy-looking fellow at the start of
the book asks us to make sure Pigeon
goes to bed on time. However, Pigeon
has all sorts of excuses as to why he
just has to stay up a little while longer.

This is a sweet story about a selfabsorbed house who learns to think
about others. Why is the house selfabsorbed? Well, "no one had live in it
for a long, long time" so it was quite
lonely. And when people passed by
they would often say, "Did you ever
see such an unhappy old house?"
The house does have friends - a
squirrel and a large oak tree - who
do their best to encourage it. But it
feels so empty inside! Then, one day,
a family stopped by. They had never
lived in a house before. But just as
they were considering whether to buy
the old house, it let out "one of its big,
sorrowful sighs" and the family quickly
left. "I think it might have rot," said the
father.
Poor house!
When the family comes back for
a second look, the house takes a
long look at them and sees wishful,
uncertain, eager faces. “‘This family
needs me,’ thought the old house...”
I won't tell you how it ends, but I will
note that the house's friends – the oak
and the squirrel – were encouraged
that finally the house had stopped
feeling sorry for itself. And that's a
moral to the story that any kid can
understand.

Mr. Magee and his little dog Dee
love camping, skiing and sailing the sea.
They meet moose & birds & milkman & whales.
These are certainly extraordinary tales!

•
•
•
•
•
•

"I'm not even tired!"
"How about five more minutes?"
"Can I have a glass of water?"
"Pleeeeeeaaaasssseeeeee!"
"I'll go to bed early tomorrow
night instead!"
"My bunny wants to stay up too!"

No matter what he says it's the
children's job to respond each time
with a firm "No!" and they do so with
glee!
I love the book because it gave me a
helpful word to sum up my children's
bedtime behavior. "That's enough
guys," I'll tell them, "You're being
pigeons and it is time to stop." They
know exactly what I mean, and on a
good night pointing out what they are
doing is all I need to bring bedtime
to a close. It isn't magic – it doesn't
work every time – but any parent will
benefit from having this bit of verbal
shorthand in their parental toolbox.
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Preschool through Grade 1 will have
such fun reading about the adventures of
Mr. Magee and his little dog Dee. Down
to the Sea, and the other two Mr. Magee
adventures, are told entirely in rhyme,
making these a fun early exposure to
how poetry can sometimes be better
than prose.
I began this review with my best
imitation of author Chris Van Dusen and
now here a few "stanzas" from the man
himself:
MAGEE was downhearted. What could he do?
They seemed hopelessly stuck, but little DEE knew.
The secret to get the boat safely unpinned
Was to rock back and forth and wait for the wind.
So they rocked and they rocked for an hour or so.
But the boat didn't budge 'cause the wind didn't blow.
Just when they thought they'd be stuck there all night
They spotted, far off, a spectacular sight.
I won't let you know what the
spectacular sight is - for that you'll have
to check out the book youself.
These are fun stories, with my only
criticism being that there are only three!

Longer versions of these
reviews can be found at
www.ReallyGoodReads.com

ELLA
by Shirley Hughes
2003 / 48 PAGES

This unique spin on the story of
Cinderella improves on the original.
Some of that is due to Shirley Hughes’
artwork and the setting: this is a “JazzAge Cinderella” pushing the story
forward to the 1920s.
Ella and her father run an elegant
dress shop, making the finest of
clothes. The evil stepmother has some
business acumen, and turns the small
shop into an even bigger success. But
the greater the demand, the more
work there is to do for poor Ella.
While the storyline is familiar, the
beautiful artwork and the twist at
the end will keep reader’s interest.
(SPOILER ALERT!) In this version the
love-at-first-sight duke finds his Ella,
but doesn’t get the girl – none of
this nonsense about knowing each
other for an evening and then getting
married. Nope, our heroine ends up
with the store’s delivery boy, who has
always been there for her, and wanted
to be so, evermore.
Hughes artwork is complimented
by her prose. As I read this to my girls
I felt as if I was one of those professional readers – I sounded good! But
that is all due to the wonderful flow of
the text. Two thumbs up!

WHY THE CHINESE, AND DUTCH, GIVE THEIR
CHILDREN SHORT NAMES....
TIKKI TIKKI TEMBO
RETOLD BY ARLENE MOSEL
1968 / 48 PAGES
My first name is Jonathan, but early on I
learned the benefits of using a shorter form – if
a teammate streaking up the sidelines yelled
for a pass by the time he got out Jon-a-than he
wasn't open any more.
Tikki Tikki Tembo is about this same lesson
but in a very different setting. We are told that
long ago Chinese families would honor their firstborn sons with long
names, and give their other sons very short names. Our story takes place
in a small mountain village where a mother had two sons. The second
was simply called Chang, while the first was named Tikki Tikki Tembono Sa Rembo-chari Bari Ruchi-pip Peri Pembo. Now if these two played
sports we can be sure who would be making all the great passes and who
wouldn't even make the team (Try fitting that name on a jersey!).
Of course, they didn't have basketball in ancient China, so their names
come into play a different way. This is a charming book so I don't want to
give away the ending. Let it suffice to say that as in basketball, so too in
aquatic events it is better, and less hazardous, to have a shorter name.
The story is wonderful, the illustrations fun, but more than anything else
this is such a joy to read out loud: Tikki Tikki Tembo-no Sa Rembo-chari
Bari Ruchi-pip Peri Pembo is not only a long name, but a lyrical one, and
each time it gets repeated in the story it gets funnier. This is a classic for a
reason!

LARRY BENDECO JOHANNES VON SLOOP
BY LARRY V. AND MARK KUMER
2014 / 32 PAGES
If there was any way to improve on Tikki Tikki
Tembo it would be this: make it Dutch! In this
modernized version one brother is named Bob
and the other Larry Bendeco Johannes Von
Sloop.
Both are bakers, but Bob specializes in plain
and delicious, while Larry Bendeco Johannes
Von Sloop is more concerned with fancy appearances - his cakes look
great, even if they don't taste that way.
As in Tikki Tikki Tembo, a long name eventually proves hazardous, but
there's more to this story. When his long name causes the destruction of his
bakery, Larry Bendeco Johannes Von Sloop is properly humbled and goes
to work with his brother at the now renamed “Bob and Larry’s bakery.”
This is an imitation of Tikki Tikki Tembo, but because the author has given
it a creative twist it is the equal of its inspiration. It's read-out-loud fun, and
will be a sure hit with the kids!
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ENTICING ENIGMAS &
CEREBRAL CHALLENGES
Chess Puzzle #227

Riddle for Punsters #227
“Food for Thought - Breeze Through These.”
Why did the plumber order pizza for supper? He was
of ideas as to what to cook for supper.
Why did the wind tunnel operator end up as a soldier?
He was
ed.

out

Why was an electrician looking for a new job? He had received the
ing news he had been fired.

Problem to Ponder #227
“A Logical Defense – Who Needs a Lawyer?”
A judge said to a young defendant who was a first-time oﬀender:
"If you tell the court the truth, you must pay a $5000 fine but will not go
to jail. If you lie to the court, you will go to jail for 5 months."
What did the defendant say so that he paid no fine and did not go to jail?
WHITE to Mate in 3
Or, If it is BLACK’s Move,
BLACK to Mate in 2

Last Month’s Solutions
Solution to Chess Puzzle #226

Answer to Riddle for Punsters
#226 - “Shockingly Dirty?”

How was Joanne punished for getting dirt all over her best clothes?
She was grounded.
What happens if an electrician does not eat enough? He looks rather wirey.

Answer to Problem to Ponder

#226 – “Don't blank out – ﬁll in each blank!”
What number must 0 represent in each question?
e.g. 0 + 2(0) + 3(0) = 24 Answer: 0 = 4
1. 0- 2(0) + 3(0) = 12
2. (0)2 - 5(0) + 6 = 0
3. 2(0) – 12 = 5(0) - 0

4. 0 + (0-2) + (0-3) = 2(0-4)
5. 0/2 + 0/6 = [2(0)+4] / 4
6. 0/2 - 6/0 = [2-0] / [3(0)]

The answers are:
1. 6
2. 2 or 3
3. -6

4. -3
5. 6
6. -4 or 10/3

Send Puzzles, Solutions, Ideas to Puzzle Page, 43
Summerhill Place, Winnipeg, MB R2C 4V4 or
robgleach@gmail.com
WHITE TO MATE IN 2

BLACK TO MATE IN 3

NOTE: without the double check by knight
and bishop there would be no forced mate

Descriptive Notation
1. ----Q-Q7 ch
2. K-N1
Q-K8 ch
3. K-R2
R-R4 mate

Descriptive Notation
1. N-K7 dbl ch
K-R1
2. NxP mate
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Algebraic Notation
1. Nd5-e7 dbl +
2. Ne7xg6 ++

Kg8-h8

Algebraic Notation
1. ----Qa5-d2 +
2. Kf2-g1
Qd2-e1 +
3. Kg1-h2
Re5-h5 ++

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

BY JEFF DYKSTRA

LAST MONTH’S SOLUTION

SERIES 2-3

SERIES 2-4

PUZZLE CLUES
ACROSS
1. Processing unit of a computer (abbreviation)
4. What each of these clues
gives you
8. What Kipling’s sagacious
sailor floated on
12. Unit of pressure (felt in
beginning of torrent!)
13. Measure of land area
14. Public gathering place in
ancient Greek cities
16. “900 chariots of ____”
(Judges 4)
17. Travel without any specific
destination
18. Deserve; worthiness
19. One of Freud’s four aspects of the human mind
20. “fasten it… with the ___”
(Judges 16)
21. French abbreviation for
the metric system
22. "...a deer, a female deer"
23. Gun favored by the NRA
25. Moray or lamprey

27. “gave me this scroll to
___.” (Ezekiel 3)
29. Archaic term for
frequently
31. Short for final news about
someone in paper
35. Bone running from elbow
to wrist
38. Seed covering
40. “the eyes of ____ were
opened” (Genesis 3)
41. French description of
original name of a Mrs.
42. Parts played by actors (or
historical figures)
44. It ain’t ___ ‘til it’s ___(poetically put)
45. “You shall not curse the
____” (Leviticus 19)
47. A belle’s boyfriend
48. What you put in your gun
49. Vegetable also known as
gumbo
50. “I have ___ you forty
years” (Deuteronomy 29)
51. Escape ___ - how to leave

a crippled spaceship
53. “Uncle Sam Wants ___” –
recruiting poster
55. “they imagine the _____
for me.” (Psalm 41)
59. “ ‘do not ___ so wickedly.’
” (Genesis 19)
62. It can be classified or
personal.
63. Scientific abbreviation for
mad cow disease
65. “if there is ___ encouragement” (Philippians 2)
66. Support for a roof, a
bridge or a hernia
68. Mine entrance
70. Fingers or an elastic band
can do this.
71. Spanish for hill or
mountain
72. “ ‘Who is on the LORD’s
____?’ ” (Exodus 32)
73. Large, manlike man-eating
monster
74. “‘Daniel… ____ no attention to you’“ (Daniel 6)
75. “ ‘you shall ____ my
covenant’ ” (Genesis 17)
76. It’s hi for a big-screen TV!

DOWN
1. Type of small dog or (really
small!) car
2. “your fathers put me to
the… _____” (Psalm 95)
3. Alternative to coffin
4. Last name of Frisian spy
executed by French
5. Venerated object or person
6. National association favoring use of rifles
7. Pro ___ (phrase meaning
temporarily)
8. Flowering plant harvested
in eastern Asia
9. “died in a good old ___”
(Genesis 25)
10. “crossed the ____ of the
Jabbok.” (Genesis 32)
11. Group of three
12. One layer of a wedding
cake
15. “neither ___ bread nor
drank…” (Exodus 34)
20. Vegetable beginning with
its own name
21. “___ the door… in its side”
(Genesis 6)
24. Archaic term for meadow
26. Hit (a ball) or fire (a shell)
in a high arc
28. Road-paving material
29. The Tin Man needed to be
30. David called himself this.
(2 Samuel 24, 26)
32. Sudden (explosive!) rise in
demand
33. Piece of news
34. ____ the Looking Glass
(short form with O not U)
35. Word processing
command

36. Vegetable related to
onions and garlic
37. “this city is ____ enough
to…” (Genesis 19)
39. “the ____ of many colors”
(Genesis 37)
43. “ ’___?” – part of supper
table conversation
46. Pixie or fairy
48. Much ___ About Nothing
(Shakespeare play)
50. A son of Shem
(Genesis 10)
52. “‘Pay what you ___.’“
(Matthew 18)
54. Watering holes in the
desert
56. Place to practice shooting, archery, or golf
57. Wolf (down) junk food, for
instance
58. Put words on paper, oldschool (say, in Taipei?)
59. It gives you money if you
stand in front of it.
60. Not to be gathered in 7th
year (Leviticus 25)
61. Member of the mackerel
family
63. ____ your time = wait
until the right moment
64. “if my ____ has turned
aside” (Job 31)
67. Most important part of
style – if you’re a pig!
68. “___, and it will be given
to you” (Matthew 7)
69. “ ‘you shall surely ___.’ ”
(Genesis 2)
70. It comes rolled, and you
lay it down.
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